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Abstract 
This research paper describes the design, setup, and application of a moving 
multi-Langmuir probe array that measured and mapped ion flux and plasma source 
efficiency in a flowing plasma with large (~ 1.5 T) external magnetic fields in the 
VASIMR (Variable Specific Impulse Magnetoplasma Rocket) VX-100 experiment. The 
probe array was swung through an argon plasma revealing a detailed 2-dimensional cross 
section. Neutral input flow and probe collector bias voltage were scanned from pulse to 
pulse in an effort to find optimal settings. Secondary electron emission was found to be 
an important factor that artificially enhanced the measured flux at large negative bias 
voltages. The most accurate bias voltages were found to be around -20 volts where the 
flux enhancing effects were minimized. Variations of this probe will be used in more 
advanced plasma rocket study. 
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Chapter 1: Introduction 
Measuring plasma ion density and other plasma properties using only a simple 
wire biased at an electric potential has been performed now for many decades since Dr. 
Irving Langmuir coined the technique ^ . Many plasmas have been analyzed using 
Langmuir probes which can give the electron and ion saturation current using the current 
versus bias voltage characteristic. These currents can be extrapolated to find electron and 
ion density or ion flux in flowing plasmas. 
Accurately analyzing and mapping the ion flux in a cylindrically shaped, flowing 
magnetic plasma has been a growing problem. Collecting and mapping the ion flux 
typically involved invasively inserting a Langmuir probe into the plasma and taking 
many measurements at different locations, assuming parameters have not changed from 
sample to sample, but this technique is not likely to produce highly accurate results. In 
order to accurately map the ion flux in flowing plasmas within a strong external magnetic 
field, an infinite amount of Langmuir probes placed at every point in the plasma are 
needed to monitor and map the electrons and ions flowing past. An infinite amount is not 
feasible, but simple probe arrays can give good approximations. 
The benefits of Langmuir probes are that they are simple, robust, and well 
understood. The downside of using Langmuir probes is that they are an invasive plasma 
diagnostic that alter the very property being measured and are said to be accurate only to 
10-20% [2,3]. 
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The VASIMR (VAriable Specific Impulse Magnetoplasma Rocket) engine is a 
high power, high thrust electric space propulsion device that uses fast flowing ions 
through a magnetic nozzle to impart momentum (Figure 1-1) l4\ Crucial parameters to its 
performance are: 1) a measure of exactly how many ions are being expelled in the 
exhaust plume, 2) a detailed map noting hotspots, asymmetries, 3) magnetic field 
performance, and 4) ion cost. The first three parameters deal with plasma creation, flow, 
containment, and space-charge effects while the last treats very specifically on rocket 
engine efficiency. All of these areas can be measured with a relatively non-invasive 
array of Langmuir probes. The diagnostic will require a series of collectors at regularly 
spaced intervals to be rapidly moved through the plasma while holding the power, 
magnetic field, and gas flow of the plasma constant. 
The plasma source tested was a Helicon antenna contained within the VASIMR 
VX-100, formerly located at the Advanced Space Propulsion Laboratory (ASPL) at 
NASA's Sonny Carter Neutral Buoyancy Laboratory (NBL). 
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Figure 1-1: Simplified sectional view of the VASIMR thrustert4]. Neutral gas flows in 
through the Helicon section where it is ionized. Ionized particles subjected to the 
magnetic field move downstream and are energized further by ion cyclotron resonance. 
Heated particles then adiabatically expand through a magnetic nozzle and exchange 
momentum. Image courtesy of Scientific American Magazine. 
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Chapter 2: VASIMR: A Brief Overview 
The VAriable Specific Impulse Magnetoplasma Rocket (VASIMR) was 
conceptualized between the late 1970's and early 1980's by Franklin Chang-Diaz, while 
working at the Charles Stark Draper Laboratory as a recently graduated Ph.D. student [5l 
Chang-Diaz has long been enamored with space exploration and had read about rockets 
that could change their specific impulse in papers from Von Braun's rocket team, notably 
Ernst StuhlingerI6]. The papers explained that rockets could be tuned to a desired 
specific impulse depending on the objectives of the mission, which then were to the 
moon or Mars. The idea of varying specific impulse with a plasma rocket came from the 
bundle divertor of the Draper labs Tokomak fusion experiment where hot plasma diffuses 
either mechanically or under a magnetic field lines influence into the bundle divertor. 
The hot plasma was used to mix with and heat neutral gas becoming able to drive a 
turbine to generate electrical energy. The thought of this hot plasma being directed 
through an orifice by magnetic field lines could have applications in space propulsion 
started the concept for Chang-Diaz[5]. Newton's third law applied in rocketry would be 
satisfied through momentum exchange of extremely hot ions acting on a magnetic nozzle. 
The specific impulse would be varied by altering the magnetic mirror ratios, commonly 
used in plasma pinch experiments, in addition to altering the allocation of RF power. 
This would regulate the amount of plasma and heating going into the ions prior to exit. 
Dr. Chang-Diaz was selected to NASA's astronaut corps shortly after setting up a 
small test laboratory in Massachusetts. NASA's continuing research at the time had 
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allowed the lab to be relocated closer to the astronaut training facilities at Johnson Space 
Center, which became the Advanced Space Propulsion Laboratory (ASPL). The first 
experiment of the VASIMR engine built was a tandem-mirror machine very similar to the 
Phaedrus project then at the University of Wisconsin t7'8]. 
Tandem Mirror configuration before January 1999 
Figure 2-1: ASPL Tandem Mirror configuration prior to January 1999. The gas would 
ionize upstream by electron cyclotron resonance prior to entering the mirror region. 
Within the mirror region the ionized particles would bounce back and forth passing 
several times through an IRCH antenna. The additional passes would increase the 
particles energy altering the pitch angle and allow escape through the exhaust cone. 
Photos courtesy of the ASPL. 
The idea was to ionize the gas (Hydrogen or Deuterium) causing it to bounce 
repeatedly between magnetic mirrors being heated further through Ion Cyclotron 
Resonance Heating (ICRH) t9] until the plasma had enough energy to escape the weaker 
mirror at the end of the rocket. Upon fine tuning magnetic mirror ratios to discover the 
optimal settings, it was found that the plasma preferred flowing through a stronger field 
towards the exit than a weaker field[5]. This is counter-intuitive to what is observed in 
tokomak plasmas or even the earth's magnetosphere itself as particles are observed to 
'mirror' at high magnetic field regions near the poles. 
Lifetime issues were apparent as many plasmas are generated by electrodes that 
eventually have a finite lifetime [10"13]. The need for an electrode-less plasma source, for 
application on long-duration space missions, became top priority. RF plasma sources had 
been in use for several years and Helicon and Boswell antennas were the more popular 
choices [14"16]. The ASPL had experimented with both types finding that the helicon 
plasmas solved the need for an electrode-less design and could provide enough ionization 
so that roughly 100% of incoming neutral gas could be ionized in a single pass through 
the antennas' " . This revolutionized the VASIMR engine, rendering the mirror 
machine idea obsolete. Specific Impulse would no longer be varied by altering the mirror 
ratios as done previously but by changing the amount of power fed into each antenna[20]. 
Those working at ASPL experimented with various geometries and plasma modes 
in the Helicon antenna as well as variations in Ion Cyclotron Resonant Heating (ICRH) 
frequencies[5]. The experiments were labeled according to the total RF power input to all 
the antennas. Challenging benchmarks were found at 1 kW, 3 kW, 10 kW, 25 kW, and 
50 kW[5,16-17-20-25] from 1995 to 2005. Several discoveries happened during VASIMR's 
increase in power, notably the development of theories in plasma detachment from the 
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magnetic field through nozzle effects ^26'21\ increased parallel velocity distribution 
through ICRH, optimal magnetic field configurations, ICRH/Helicon frequencies and 
geometries, and propellant selection. 
Figure 2-2: VX-50 testing at the ASPL. Photo courtesy of the ASPL. 
It was during the testing of the 50 kW VASIMR (Figure 2-2) in 2005 that 
NASA's funding for the ASPL was reduced to the point of cancellation of the program. 
Dr. Chang-Diaz took the initiative to seek private investment and start the Ad Astra 
Rocket Company (AARC) [5]. Ad Astra's plan would be to build and test VASIMR 
prototypes that would eventually become space vehicles for the commercial market. The 
latest experiment is carrying out work on the 100 kW engine (VX-100) which began 
construction in early 2007 (Figure 2-3). Ad Astra has employed help from various 
schools and agencies, notably the University of Houston, Rice University, Massachusetts 
Institute of Technology, the University of Texas at Austin, NASA, the University of 
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Costa Rica, the University of Michigan, Princeton University, and Marshall Space Flight 
Center. 
Figure 2-3: VX-100 test stand. The entire rocket engine measures between the extreme 
edges of the white panels. The rest of the apparatus is to facilitate diagnostic equipment, 
maintain good vacuum environment, and allow room for RF transmission. Photo 
courtesy of Ad Astra Rocket Company. 
The current scope of AARC is to use the VX-100 engine test-bed as a 
science/technology platform for an upgraded 200 kW experiment (VX-200) followed by 
a space flight model (VF-200). 
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Chapter 3: Overview of Rocketry 
Section 3.1 - Fundamentals 
The origins of rocketry dates as far back as 400 BC in ancient Greece where 
Archytas is said to have propelled a wooden bird using steam propulsion[28]. First uses 
of chemical means of propulsion were noted after the inception of gunpowder when the 
Chinese used rudimentary rockets in combat[ . This illustrated that a rocket can be as 
simple as a container expelling a fluid or as complex as a multi-stage hybrid rocket 
leaving the atmosphere. The driving principle is the same. Newton's third law states:[30] 
"All forces occur in pairs, and these two forces are equal in magnitude and opposite in 
direction.'1'' 
To produce an acceleration of an object in one direction there must be a force in 
the opposite direction. The propulsive force is achieved by momentum exchange of a 
propellant against a resistive barrier, usually the structure/nozzle of the rocket. The total 
impulse, It, imparted to the rocket through momentum exchange can then be thought of 
as: 
I, = [Fdt (3.1) 
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where F is the force integrated over time. The impulse can be thought of as directly 
proportional to the total energy released by all propellant in a propulsion system. A 
useful parameter for virtually all rockets is the specific impulse, Isp, which is the total 
impulse per unit weight of propellant and has units of seconds. This is analogous to 
miles per gallon performance in automobiles. A higher specific impulse typically 
indicates greater performance, but optimal Isp is dependent upon the type of mission 
(mass, payload, duration, etc.). Specific impulse is calculated as t29"31]: 
[Fdt 
^ = - * r r - (3-2) sp 
g0\mdt 
I v 
Isp=—L- = — (3-3) 
™Pgo go 
where go is the gravitational acceleration at sea level, mp is the mass of the propellant, ve 
is the exhaust velocity, and m is the mass flow rate. Equation 3.3 is under the 
assumption of constant thrust and mass flow. Another property used to characterize 
rockets is the mass ratio, MR, defined as the ratio of the non-fueled rocket mf (structure, 
payload, etc.) to the fueled launch ready vehicle mo[31]; a MR close to unity is desirable 
but generally unachievable: 
MR=-±- (3.4) 
m0 
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Section 3.2 - Chemical Propulsion versus Electric Propulsion 
The treatment of each sub-discipline of rocketry diverges from this point forward 
as each mechanism differs in terms of use, heating mechanism, and efficiencies. There 
are two main types of rockets, which differ in terms of methods of heating/converting 
fuel into kinetic energy, chemical rockets and electric rockets. A few of the 
characteristics for comparison are listed in Table 3-1. 
Rocket / 
Thruster 
Propulsion . . . 
Type ' s p ( S > Thrust Duration Fuel Efficiency 
Space Shuttle 
Main Engines 
Space Shuttle 
Booster 
Delta IV (1st 
stage) 
Pegasis (Air 
Launch) 
Titan IV (Main, 1s ' 
stage) 
Resistojet 
Arcjet 
Deep Space One 
(DS1) Ion Engine 
Pulsed Plasma 
Thruster (PPT) 
MagnetoPlasmad 
ynamic Thruster 
(MPD) 
Hall Thruster 
Chemical - Liquid 455 (vac) 
Chemical - Solid 2 6 9 
5.5 MN 8.4 min 0 2 ,H 2 
NH4CIO4, 14.7 MN 
Chemical - Liquid 410 
Chemical - Solid 294 
Chemical - Liquid 302 
726 kN 
2.4 MN 
Electrostatic 1500 - 5000 10 - 90 m N 
Electromagnetic 6 0 0 - 2 0 0 0 0 . 0 5 - 1 0 mN 
2 min Al, FeO 
3.3 MN 4.5 min 0 2 ,H 2 
1.5 min 
3 min 
Electrothermal 200 - 350 200 - 300 mN months 
Electrothermal 4 0 0 - 1 0 0 0 2 0 0 - 1 0 0 0 mN months 
months 
years 
Electromagnetic 2000 - 5000 0.001 - 2000 mN weeks 
Electromagnetic 1500 -2000 0 .01 -2000 mN months 
N2Q4 
NH3, N2H4, 
H2 
H2, N2, 
N2H3, NH3 
Xe 
Teflon 
(PTFE) 
Ar, Xe, H2, 
Li 
Xe, Ar 
0.65 - 0.9 
0.3 - 0.5 
0.6 - 0.85 
0.1 
0.3 - 0.5 
0.3 - 0.5 
Table 3-1: Performance parameters for several different types of propulsion 
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Chemical rocketry is a broad category that can be subdivided into three different 
fuel types [31]: 
Solid - Mixtures of grain species that are ignited to release stored chemical 
energy. The geometry of the packed grain in the rocket structure is 
important in burn rates and efficiency. These thrusters do not have 
start/stop capability. A popular example is the space shuttle solid rocket 
booster (SRB)[33] (Figure 3-la). 
Liquid - Propellant is in the liquid state and is often cryogenically stored. The 
fuels are injected into the combustion chamber with a liquid oxidizing 
agent (excluding monopropellants) that catalyzes ignition. They require 
the use of turbopumps to maintain fuel flow rates. These engines have a 
start/stop capability. Examples include space shuttle main engines[33], 
Titan IV main stack[37], and the Russian Proton - K rocket[44] (Figures 3-
lband3-lc). 
Hybrid - Use a combination of solid and liquid fuels for combustion. An 
example is the SpaceShipOne main engine[45] (Figure 3-ld). 
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c) d) 
Figure 3-1: Examples of chemical rocket engines, a) Space shuttle l ' which uses a 
pair of white solid rocket boosters and the main engines are liquid fueled coming from 
the large brown tank, b) Titan IV rocket[43] c) Russia's Proton K rocket[44] has up to 6 
small solid fueled boosters and a liquid multi-stage core, d) SpaceShipOne ^ which 
uses a hybrid engine composed of a solid inner grain lining through which liquid 
propellant is injected. Photos courtesy of NASA, Air Force Space Command (AFSC), 
the Russian Federal Space Agency (RFSA), and Scaled Composites, respectively. 
Each of these fuel types uses the chemical energy stored in the propellant species 
which is then heated, and converts it into kinetic energy. These heated fuels are then 
thermodynamically expanded through a converging/diverging nozzle that acts as a 
resistive barrier to push against. The force equation for chemical rockets is [31]: 
F = ma = mve+ {pexil - palm)A (3-4) 
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The first term on the right hand side is momentum thrust and the second term is pressure 
thrust where pexit is the nozzle exit pressure, patm is the pressure external to the rocket, and 
A is the effective area of the expanding nozzle. Chemical rockets depend on the ambient 
pressure that can affect the thrust and the plume characteristics such that the plume can 
expand beyond the nozzle and contact the vehicles' structure^29' 31l 
Electric propulsion differs from chemical propulsion in that it uses electricity 
bound by the laws of classical electrodynamics to heat and/or eject the propellant. Both 
types of propulsion have their needs/uses in rocketry and a comparison between the two 
is listed in Table 3-2. 
Comparison of Electric and Chemical Propulsion 
Electric Rockets/Thrusters 
Energy stored in power supply 
Power Limited (size/mass limitations of 
available power technology) 
High to very high Specific Impulse 
Low Thrust (acceleration) (~ mN - N) 
Low Mass Flow (Fuel Consumption) 
Long to very Long Duration (~ months to 
years) 
Typically operated at vacuum pressures 
(No Surface to Orbit Launches) 
Lightweight and Low-Mass 
Start/Stop Capability 
Reusable 
Chemical Rockets 
Energy stored in propellants 
Energy Limited (reaction kinetics / fixed 
energy per unit mass) 
Limited low (< 1000 s) Specific Impulse 
Very high Thrust (~ kN - MN) 
Very High Mass Flow 
Very Short Duration (~ seconds to minutes) 
Operate in essentially all environments 
High Mass (Large % is Fuel) 
Only Liquid Fueled Rockets have 
Start/Stop Capability 
Reusable (Boosters) 
Table 3-2: Characteristic comparison of electric and chemical propulsion 
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There are three different types of electrically propelled thrusterst31'32]: 
Electrothermal - Propellant gas is heated electrically and expanded 
thermodynamically through a nozzle similar to chemical propulsion. 
Examples are Resistojets [31"32] and Arcjets[31"32'39] (Figure 3-2a). 
Electrostatic - Propellant is dissociated into charged species which are accelerated 
by electrostatic fields. Examples are the NSTAR Deep Space One (DS1) 
ion engine [31 _32'49] (Figure 3-2b) and Hall Thruster[31 _32'40]. 
Electromagnetic - Propellant is dissociated into charged species that interact with 
and are accelerated in electromagnetic fields. Examples include Pulsed 
Plasma thrusters t3I_32'48J (Figure 3-2c), Magnetoplasmadynamic (MPD) 
Thrusters [31"32'503(Figure 3-2d), and VASIMR[16_25]. 
The thrust equation for electric propulsion is similar to Equation 3.4 with the 
exception of the pressure thrust term since most electric thrusters must operate in a 
vacuum environment. The resistive barrier for electric propulsion is the electric/magnetic 
field integrated into the structure of the engine. The charged species exiting the 
electromagnetic nozzle at sufficiently high velocities will collectively push back against 
these fields imparting momentum. Ideally both chemical and electric rockets would have 
as much exhaust velocity as possible to impart maximum thrust. For chemical rockets, 
the exhaust velocity and Isp are limited by the intrinsic energy of the chemical reaction, 
16 
0 d) 
Figure 3-2: Common types of electric thrusters. a) Arcjet using hydrogen propellant ™1\ 
b) This is a barebones model of NASA's NSTAR electrostatic ion engine similar to the 
thruster used on the DS1 mission [49]. c) Pulsed Plasma Thruster (PPT) [48] which uses 
quick bursts of propellant to provide impulse, d) MPD thruster 5^0] uses electrons from 
a cathode/anode arc to ionize neutral propellant which is then accelerated by Lorentz 
forces in a self induced radial magnetic field. Photos courtesy of NASA Glenn Research 
Center and PEPL. 
nozzle geometry/structural integrity, and efficiency losses. This sets upper limits on the 
amount of thrust that can be delivered by chemical propulsion. The exhaust velocity in 
electric thrusters is a function of propellant species (mass), electromagnetic field 
configuration, and power available for energy conversion. The upper limits of thrust/Isp 
for electric propulsion are currently limited by kW/kg values of power supplies t31"32'46!. 
As mentioned earlier, efficiencies play an important role in providing momentum 
transfer to the thruster. Efficiency in terms of rocketry is the efficacy .of a system or sub-
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system in converting stored energy into usable kinetic energy for propulsion. One of the 
measurable efficiencies of a given thruster is the internal efficiency rjint, which is the 
measured kinetic power per unit available power given to propulsion [31,32J: 
1 • i • 
1
 2 l 2 
— mve —mve 
tjint= 2 = 2 (3>5) 
/combustion chem /conversion electric 
Equation 3.5 is split between the two types of propulsion with chemical thrusters in the 
middle and electric thrusters on the right hand side, c^ombustion and r|conversion are the 
efficiencies of converting the stored chemical and electric energies, respectively, into 
available power for propulsion. The power terms, PChem and Peiectric, are the ideal power 
levels produced from either the chemical reaction, which is dependent upon chemical 
species as well as mass flow rate, or the maximum power rating from the electric power 
supply. Some factors causing a reduction in efficiency come from a collection of loss 
mechanisms. For chemical propulsion these may include waste heat, radiation losses, 
acoustic noise, and non-uniformities in plume dynamics. For electric propulsion, these 
include wasted electricity, low ionization fraction, charge-exchange reactions (CEX), 
divergence of the exhaust plume, multiple ionization, and heat/radiation losses[31]. 
Characterizing and quantifying the various parameters of a particular thruster 
requires specialized techniques and modeling. Diagnostics for chemical rockets have 
traditionally been limited to a number of techniques. Most chemical rocket testbeds 
employ arrays of gauges and sensors to measure pressures, temperatures, force on a thrust 
stand, flows, vibrations, positioning, and timing [31]. Measurements of the exhaust plume 
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in chemical rockets have been seemingly limited, mainly due to the high temperature, 
large thrust, etc. environment. Extensive use has been made of optical diagnostics using 
scaled real time video, luminosity/spectroscopy, and IR technologies. There have been 
other methods including velocity measurements using gasdynamic lasers, Doppler, 
ultrasound, and microwave interferometry [51]. The same source also mentions measuring 
species' concentrations using probes placed in the rocket exhaust plume. 
Measurement techniques in electric thrusters are more diverse than in chemical 
rockets. Not only are the same properties measured in an electric rocket, but more direct 
information about the exhaust plume can be physically measured. In addition to the 
methods listed above a few common diagnostics include: Langmuir Probes, gridded 
energy analyzers or retarded potential analyzers (RPA), microwave interferometers, 
magnetometers, mach probes, diamagnetic loops, B dot probes, and Laser Induced 
Fluorescence (LIF). Information from the power supply and its output must be measured 
or well known. Measurements taken from rocket testbeds are often compared with 
simulations or simplified models to better understand the various phenomena. The 
VASIMR test platform is no different. Similar properties and efficiencies must be 
measured and are described in the next section. 
Section 3.3 - Propulsion in VASIMR 
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The VASIMR engine is classified as an electromagnetic thruster. Thrust is 
created by imparted momentum from plasma interactions with external magnetic fields 
that are fixed to the engine structure itself. A simplified schematic is shown in Figure 3-
3. 
Ionize Energize Accelerate Detach 
Figure 3-3: The six phases of the VASIMR concept are (I) injection, (II) ionization, (HI) 
ambipolar acceleration, (IV) ICRF heating, (V) magnetic nozzle, and (VI) detachment. 
Image courtesy of T. Glover and AARC. 
Neutral gas (Argon in VX-100 experiments) enters upstream (I) creating a 
pressure gradient and an initial velocity for the particles about to be ionized. The plasma 
acts as a resistive load, Figure 3-4, for the Helicon t l415] RF discharge'(II) which ionizes 
the gas. Helicon sources operate by launching whistler waves into a confined cylindrical 
geometry in the presence of a magnetic field. The cylindrical geometry allows circularly 
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Figure 3-4: Helicon Matching Network Schematic. RF power is transmitted through a 
network of variable capacitors (load and tune) whose purpose is to match the impedance 
of the plasma to a nominal 50 ohms. 
polarized waves to propagate along the axial magnetic field causing 'seed' electrons to 
oscillate. The oscillating electrons gain enough energy to ionize some of the neutral 
atoms creating an avalanche effect of ion-electron pair creation. Figure 3-5 shows some 
of the operating modes for Helicon discharges, which are typically operated at 13.56 
MHzl14"15]. 
The charged species are accelerated downstream by the Lorentz force and 
ambipolar acceleration in a region of increasing magnetic field strength (Figure 3-3, III). 
The ion velocities directly downstream of the Helicon discharge are ~ 10-70 km/s [21"23' 
52]
. After passing through a converging magnetic 'funnel' the charged particles undergo 
further acceleration by means of an RF 'booster' antenna (Figure 3-3, IV). The ions 
encounter Ion Cyclotron Resonant Heating (ICRH). The second antenna launches ion 
cyclotron waves into the plasma which continually push the ions around the B field lines, 
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Figure 3-6, increasing (on average) their perpendicular component of velocity. The 
average ion velocity directly downstream ICRH can be several hundred km/s t17'21"25!. 
WJ ^ /f5 
a) Helicon Mode m = 0 
^r ft ^ T 
b) Helicon Mode m = +1 
Figure 3-5: Transverse electric field for various helicon modes at five different spatial 
positions'141, a) m = 0mode. b) m = +lmode. Image courtesy of F. Chen. 
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Figure 3-6: Ion acceleration by Ion Cyclotron Resonant Heating (ICRH) [52l There is a 
net energy gain as an ion passes through the resonance region of a left-handed circularly 
polarized wave. This energy gain results in increased perpendicular velocity, pitch angle, 
and Larmor radius. Image courtesy of T. Glover. 
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Once the particles exit the ICRH antenna they pass through a magnetic nozzle 
(Figure 3-3, V) that helps accelerate the ions by converting the perpendicular component 
of velocity into parallel velocity. The nozzle is composed of a diverging magnetic field 
where plasma is allowed to detach (Figure 3-3, VI) from the magnetic field as the ions 
make the transition from sub-alfvenic (P < 1) to super-alfvenic (P > 1). P is defined as 
the ratio of plasma pressure to magnetic pressure [53]: 
i r plasma YIK^X 
magnetic 
r
 B2\ 
(3.6) 
v2>"oy 
The magnetic field falls off faster than the plasma pressure and the expected transition (P 
= 1) takes place 1 - 2 m downstream from the ICRH for the VX-100 setup. The 
continuum of plasma detaching from the external magnetic field is the source for the 
momentum exchange propelling the engine. 
Ionization Acceleration 
RF 
amplifier 
power to
 i 
helicon I pH 
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amplifier J . power to 1CRF HCRF I booster 
DC input power PIN 
Figure 3-7: VASIMR system and component efficiencies. Image from T. Glover and 
AARC. 
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A system efficiency model is displayed in Figure 3-7. The Helicon and ICRH 
booster antenna efficiencies, n; and r|b respectively, are functions of the RF power supply 
efficiency T|RF, and the transmission line/matching network efficiency X\A- These 
parameters play an important role in determining the kinetic energy delivered to the ions, 
Ea and Eb, by passing through the Helicon and ICRH antennas, respectively. Equations 
for specific impulse, system efficiency, thrust, and Helicon efficiency are then:' . 
(2^KpJ
 (3J) 
PRF PRF mt{!vg<>) -IrixE.+lriME, 
'•jet 1
 / r . , ,-, v •IN,IA,IRF,lb"'i\*sp&0> /"> o \ 
nsyslem =-r- = t7N—(Ea+Eb) = —rT ,2 . . . „ . . . .. „ (3-8> 
2/7 P 
j-t I system RF ,*) QX 
hpSo 
nt=^r (3-10) 
where T|N is the efficiency of the nozzle, T is the ion flux, and E, is the total RF energy 
invested in creating an ion/electron pair, or ion cost. Many of these parameters can be 
measured experimentally with plasma probes in the exhaust plume. The ion energy can 
be found using gridded energy analyzers, while the flux and ion cost can be found using a 
Langmuir probe array. Equations 3.7-3.10 illustrate the versatility of the VASIMR 
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engine, in that the specific impulse can be varied for mission specific values by varying 
the amount of power allocated to each antenna for different propellants. Providing 
multiple tanks of various propellant species further widens the Isp range for a given 
spacecraft. Figure 3-8 models several of the above parameters according to specific 
impulse [20l Future space missions using this wide Isp range have been proposed using a 
cluster of VASIMR engines that travel to Mars in 85 days [54~56] and transfer nearly twice 
the cargo of a chemical system to the lunar surface ^51\ Table 3-3 illustrates some of the 
advantages and disadvantages of the VASIMR engine. The models must now be tested 
and the need for accurate experimental values, notably ion flux and source/nozzle 
efficiencies, is growing. 
Isp/1000 (sec) 
Figure 3-8: Simulated performance parameters as a function of specific impulse for 
various propellants in a 1 MW VASIMR Engine [20]. The system efficiency, Tisystem, and 
power fraction, f, are dimensionless. Thrust, F, is in Newtons. Figure courtesy of ASPL. 
Advantages Disadvantages 
High Efficiency 
Low Mass Flow 
Large Specific Impulse Range 
Thrust Modulation 
Very High Exhaust Velocity 
Reusable 
Long Lifetime/Duration 
Can Use Multiple Propellants 
Cathode-less Design 
Single Pass Ionization 
Light weight 
Only operable in vacuum 
Low Thrust compared to Chemical 
Propulsion 
Contact and Interactions with Ion Plume 
Redundancy 
RF Interference Possible 
Interference from Large Magnetic Field 
Not Spaceflight Tested 
Plasma Magnetic Detachment Not 
Proven Experimentally 
Table 3-3: A few general advantages and disadvantages for the VASIMR propulsion 
system. 
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Chapter 4: Probe Theory, Plasma Particle Flux, and 
Application 
One of the oldest and simplest plasma diagnostic tools was first applied by Irving 
Langmuir and his collaborators around 1924 ^" ' ' ' . A Langmuir probe in its most 
fundamental form is nothing more than a wire inserted into plasma whose electrostatic 
potential is biased with respect to that of the plasma. More complex probes take on a 
variety of shapes, sizes, configurations, and electronic operation in the form of single, 
double, triple, and even quadruple probe arrangements[10-L These are all types of cold 
electrostatic probes as they collect the plasma current as a function of probe bias voltage. 
This results in the current-voltage (I-V) characteristic for the plasma and can yield, with 
appropriate analysis, the electron density, electron temperature, plasma potential, and 
floating potential. There are also hot electrostatic probes, also known as emissive probes, 
which emit electrons into the plasma by ohmically heating a thin filament. Electrons are 
emitted depending on the electric potential of the plasma and are hence a valuable 
diagnostic for determining the plasma potential. Probe theory is also dependent upon 
different regimes for plasma operation, namely the thin-sheath versus orbit limited 
regime and the collisionless versus collisional plasmas. The operating environment plays 
a large role in the design and application of any electrostatic probe. 
Section 4.1 - Single Langmuir Probe Theory 
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The main inspiration for plasma diagnostics is to investigate the details of the 
electron/ion distribution functions. Assuming a Maxwellian electron distribution, we 
have[2]: 
f(x,v,t) = n. 
3 / 2 
3 U 2 / U ; (4.i) 
with me, Te, rie, and v the electron mass, temperature, density and velocity, respectively. 
Taking the first and second moments of the distribution function: 
»,(*,/)= jf(x,v,t)dvxdvydvz (4.2) 
J = eft(y)vnd3v (4.3) 
describe the electron density and particle current density respectively t2]. It may be 
assumed that the ideal situation is to insert some kind of probe that directly senses plasma 
particle flux, which, according to gas-kinetic theory, is the number of particles of species 
Z per unit area per unit time. In equation form this becomes[3J: 
T = - n v (4.4) 
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where T is the plasma flux, n is the plasma density, and v is the mean particle velocity. 
The total electric current to the probe of area A is the sum of the electron current and ion 
current. It would be dominated by electrons due to the mass difference and mobility 
between the ions and electrons. This is shown as a positive electric current[3], 
/ = -eA(-n^ ~-neve) * -eAneve > 0 (4.5) 
The total electric current is related to the particle current by I = eJ. Probes that 
are electrically isolated from any kind of path to ground would 'float' at a plasma 
parameter known as the floating potential Vf. In order to sample the widest range of 
distribution function parameters, probes need to have the ability to vary the electrostatic 
voltage on the probe itself. This is called the bias voltage, VB, of the probe. Collecting 
the electric current to a probe over a wide range of bias voltages would result in a typical 
shaped curve known as the I-V characteristic of the Langmuir probe (Figure 4-1). 
Figure 4-1: Typical current-voltage IV characteristic for a single Langmuir probe. 
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Additional analysis of the I-V trace yields plasma parameters such as electron 
density, electron temperature, floating potential, and plasma potential, the electric 
potential that would exist in the absence of any probe. There are three main regions of an 
I-V curve. The first region (Figure 4-1,1) is the electron saturation region. Here the 
probe is biased more positive than the plasma potential and will draw in electrons while 
repelling ions. The probe will be saturated with electron current and the slope will level 
out. Further increases past the electron saturation current are due to expansion of the 
probe collection area and other sheath characteristics. The second region (Figure 4-1, II), 
biased more negative than Vp, is known as the transition region and has a noticeable 
slope. This is where more of the lower energy electrons of the distribution are being 
repelled and more ions are attracted. The total current to the probe will cross through 
zero indicating the floating potential, Vf, as the probe is sensing equal amounts of ion and 
electron current. This transition region persists until the probe is biased much more 
negative than Vp, which is the third region (Figure 4-1, III). Here the probe is repelling 
nearly all of the electrons, except those of the high energy tail of the distribution, and 
pulling in incident ions. The probe will collect mainly ion current and saturate in the 
same manner as in region I. The amplitude difference in the electron and ion saturation 
currents is due to the mass difference and mobility of the ions and electrons. Plasma 
probes have often fared much better in the ion saturation region since they are not 
subjected to the high currents and ohmic heating of the electron saturation region. 
Interpreting the data from the I-V characteristic can give estimates of Te, Vp, and 
Vf without numerical integration. The floating potential is the most straight-forward 
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property to find as it is simply the location where the I-V curve crosses the x-axis. If the 
electron temperature is already known then Vf is t2"3]: 
vf= — 1
 2e 
tn 
ln(2*--*-)-l 
m, 
(4.6) 
For example, this gives a value of Vf = -20.7 V for a 4eV argon plasma. The plasma 
potential may also be estimated by locating the 'knee' of the I-V Characteristic which is 
where the slope changes from the electron saturation region to the transition region. The 
plasma potential is then the bias voltage of the probe at the location of the knee. Another 
dl„ 
dVB 
method for estimating the plasma potential is to locate the maximum in a plot of 
verses VB. The electron temperature is found by using [2"3]: 
T.=e«jj*>. (4.7) 
dV„ 
which is the same as fitting a line to a semi-log plot of |I - ISj| verses VB and noting the 
slope. Electron density follows from the temperature using the Bohm formula (described 
below). Numerical integration and/or curve-fitting techniques of the I-V data will usually 
reveal more precise values. 
Unfortunately anything inserted into a plasma perturbs the local plasma properties 
and hence changes the values of the simple estimates described above. Plasmas have the 
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tendency to shield themselves from the perturbing electric field of a probe as charge 
carriers redistribute accordingly. This shielding effect is shown by analysis of Poisson's 
equation, assuming quasineutrality (nj = ne = no) and thermal equilibrium where ne is 
determined from the Boltzmann factor f2"3]: 
eV 
ne=nJT- (4.8) 
where V is electric potential and no is the quasineutral plasma density. Inserting these 
into Poisson's equation gives [ ~3]: 
eV 
V*V = --?- = -—{n,-nt) = -—n0[l-e^] (4.9) 
eV The exponential —can be expanded in a Taylor series as long as e V « Te. 
e 
Simplifying and rearranging reveals a Helmholz type solution to Poisson's equation '2'3^: 
V2F—4-F = 0. (4.10) 
XD{cm) = 743 U ^ - ( 4 .1 2) 
\ne{cm ) 
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The last two equations are solutions to the differential equation and are known as 
the Debye length for a one-dimensional solution. They state that given a specified 
plasma temperature and density, the plasma will shield out a perturbative electric field by 
surrounding and distributing charge to a distance of approximately /ID- For low density 
plasma of 1010cm"3 of 4 eV the Debye length is 0.15 mm while a higher density plasma 
(1014 cm"3) of the same temperature it becomes 1.5 um. It is this parameter that can play 
a large role in the design/construction of the Langmuir probe as well as to the analysis of 
any data. 
The shielding of the perturbing electric field causes a breakdown of charge 
neutrality and hence a potential drop near the probe surface. The non-neutral region 
between the probe/wall surface is sub-divided into two sections called the pre-sheath and 
the sheath (Figure 4-2). The sheath is a region a few Debye lengths thick and contains 
the largest potential drop, and hence large electric field, as well as plasma density 
contrast[58]. 
The pre-sheath is necessary since there must be a transition layer between the 
neutral (quasineutral) plasma and non-neutral sheath to maintain continuity of ion flux. It 
consists of a shallow potential drop from neutrality to the steep potential edge of the 
sheath. The pre-sheath can be much longer than the sheath. At the pre-sheath/sheath 
interface there is a transition from subsonic (Ui < UB) to supersonic (u; > UB) ion flow 
where charge neutrality breaks down '58]. The ions reach the transitional velocity, 
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Figure 4-2: Non-neutral Regions near a Langmuir probe [58]. Quasineutrality breaks 
down at the Sheath - Presheath boundary. The top graph shows particle density with 
respect to distance. For negatively biased probes an ion sheath is produced where ion 
density, n;, becomes much greater than electron density ne, and visa versa. The bottom 
graph shows electric potential verses distance. Very strong electric fields can be 
produced at the Sheath - Presheath boundary. Figure from M. Lieberman, 2005. 
called the Bohm velocity, over the gradual potential drop of the pre-sheath, and this 
velocity is given by l2"3'58]: 
eT 
m. 
(4.13) 
The Bohm velocity involves a flow of ions, mi, and hence, a current known as the Bohm 
current (for non-magnetized plasmas)[2"3' . 
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J,=0.6H»,J^ (4.14) 
where As is the effective area of the sheath surface. This equation is used to solve for the 
ion density in the sheath which can then be used to solve Poisson's equation. Taking the 
one-dimensional case and multiplying by the first derivative of the potential and 
integrating twice gives the Child-Langmuir law for space-charge limited current[2'58]: 
\&*>-ri 
JCL= '
 2 (4-15) 
x. 
where xs is the one-dimensional distance from the probe surface, while Vp and VB are the 
usual plasma and probe bias voltages respectively. Since the ion velocity at the 
sheath/pre-sheath interface is UB, the Child-Langmuir current can be equated to the Bohm 
current which is a function of the sheath thickness, s. Setting xs = s gives [58]: 
s = £A(WP-rBA 
3 D 
(4.16) 
This result indicates that the large potential drop is confined to a distance only a few 
Debye lengths. The sheath thickness can be used in terms of probe collecting area to give 
the area of the sheath, As [3]: 
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A =Ap 
( s 
1 + - (4.1.7) 
When the bias voltage is far into the electron or ion saturation regions, the sheath 
thickness, and hence, sheath area increases. This is the reason why the electron and ion 
saturation currents are not exactly steady as shown in Figure 4-1 but increase slowly with 
further increases in bias voltage. The thickness of the sheath is not only useful for probe 
collection area/current, but also a convenient cutoff parameter for the different probe 
analysis regimes. The equations mentioned above operate under simplifying planar 
approximations that take effect due to a thin sheath with respect to probe dimensions. 
When the sheath thickness (or Debye length) is of the same order of magnitude as the 
probe radius, r, the planar approximation no longer holds as Poisson's equation along 
with the equations of motion for charged particles become very complicated. The full 
orbit equations around specific geometries must be solved and often need to be done 
numerically. Solutions for this regime are known as orbit-limited collection where 
particle orbits incident within a collection radius, dependent upon impact parameter, 
make up the particle current. Langmuir probes constructed out of very thin wire fall in 
this regime. The Langmuir probes used in the ion collection of the VX-100 experiment 
are all well in the thin-sheath regime with typical probe radii of 0.3175 cm » 0.0037 cm, 
a typical Debye length for the experiment. Further treatment on theory of orbit-limited 
collection pertaining to analysis of VX-100 data is unnecessary. 
There are a couple of different effects that can play a role in the interpretation of 
probe data that typically need to be taken into account, notably effects of a collisional 
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plasma, a magnetized plasma, or both. For a collisional plasma, the total electric current 
I, as well as particle current J, collected by a probe is reduced since the particles must 
diffuse to the collector instead of reaching it by free flight. The particle mean free path, 
£, is a convenient parameter to classify whether the plasma is collisional or not. The 
mean free path is defined as [3J: 
e = ^- (4.18) 
where D|| is the particle parallel diffusion coefficient and vti is the ion thermal velocity. If 
£ » r, then collisions are negligible, but for £ « r the current drawn by the probe is 
reduced by a factor of £/r[3]. If charge exchange with neutral atoms becomes dominant 
or non-negligible with increasing background pressure and £ < xs, the assumptions made 
for the Child-Langmuir current fail and the sheath becomes collisional. The collisional 
form of the Child-Langmuir current is [58]: 
CL—collisional 
(m<^=^-
where the sheath thickness scales as xs = s ~ £1/5: 
IN if „_, \ 
I / x 3 
let 
y*"X; 
ivp-vBy ,5 
3e 
(4.20) 
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Aside from collisions, magnetized plasmas can also have an effect on probes and 
the current collected. Ions and electrons in a magnetic field are confined to orbit around 
the field lines at a distance determined by the particles Larmor or cyclotron radius. This 
means that the probe can only detect particles whose flux tube lies along the probes 
projected area (Aprojecled = n{rshealh + rLamoar J). The particles collected are solely electrons 
and ions that were created in the flux tube unless the plasma is collisional and particles 
can diffuse across the field lines. This tends to decrease the current drawn by a probe in a 
magnetized plasma. The coefficient of the Bohm current in Equation 4.14 is modified 
from 0.61 to 0.4912"3] which, in effect reduces the Child-Langmuir current (Equation 
4.15). 
There are a few other effects that can mislead the interpretation of probe data, 
notably secondary electrons, RF oscillations, and electron/ion impact ionization as a 
result of sheath acceleration. Secondary electrons and electron/ion impact ionization are 
similar as both effects can add particles to the plasma which is not representative of the 
original plasma. Particles with sufficient incident energy can either ionize neutral atoms 
making a new ion/electron pair, or supply enough energy to overcome the work function 
of the collector material and release electrons. Too many cold electrons from secondary 
emission cause the electron temperature to be underestimated. More on the topic of 
ion/electron impact ionization will be discussed in Chapter 7. Plasmas created by RF 
sources can cause the plasma potential, floating potential, and knee of the I-V 
characteristic to oscillate as the RF voltage capacitively divides across the system. These 
oscillations are often treated as noise and averaged out. This leads to a higher Te than 
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would be in a non-RF plasma. Probes inserted in RF plasmas that are designed to 
measure Vp, Vf, and/or Te in some cases should need RF compensation t2>58"59]. The 
Langmuir probe arrays used in the RF Helicon plasma source of theVX-100 experiment 
were not RF compensated since the oscillations have little effect on the ion saturation 
regions the probes were designed to operate in. 
Section 4.2 - Langmuir Probe Construction and Circuitry 
Langmuir probes are limited by the materials they are made of. Plasmas, even 
cold plasmas, have very high temperatures by material standards and push elements and 
compounds to their limits. Most collectors are made of a refractory material with a very 
high melting temperature such as tungsten (and its alloys), molybdenum, tantalum, 
platinum, and sometimes graphite [2"3*58]. For probes of a specific shape or geometry, the 
machinability of the material can be a deciding factor. The collector must be electrically 
isolated from the rest of the plasma vessel and is typically constructed out of a quartz 
capillary or some other high temperature ceramic such as alumina. Macor™, a 
machinable ceramic, is also commonly used in Langmuir probe construction to help 
isolate the collectors from the vacuum chamber. 
The final component to a Langmuir probe is the electronics used to study the 
various regions of the I-V characteristic. The simplest Langmuir probe circuit is shown 
in Figure 4-3. Shown is the power supply providing the bias voltage VB which is plotted 
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along the x-input. The voltage drop is measured across a resister Rx that is internal to the 
power supply. The current to the probe is measured by a voltage drop across a sensing 
resister RL, provided that R X » R L . For probes biased positive with respect to the plasma 
electrons flow directly through the conducting surface of the collector forming the current 
flowing across the sensing resister. For probes biased negative the collected ions 
neutralize through recombination with the collector material pulling an electron across 
the sensing resister in the opposite direction. This flow of electrons is directly 
proportional to the ion current to the probe. The Langmuir probe circuit used in the VX-
100 device is displayed in Appendix A. 
M 
Probe. 
X-Input 
•*• Y-Input 
Figure 4-3: Simple Langmuir probe biasing circuit[2'58]. A variable DC power supply is 
typically needed for most Langmuir Probe applications. The power supply internal 
resistance, Rx, is usually on the order of 1 Mohm. The Langmuir Probe sensing resister, 
RL, can be varied depending upon the desired gain if R X » R L . The probe circuit is 
completed through a path to ground, usually through the plasma containment vessel. 
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Chapter 5: Experiment Setup and Diagnostics 
Section 5.1 - Vacuum System 
5.1.1 - Vacuum Chamber 
Figure 5-1: Computer model of the VX-100 experiment layout. The entire VASIMR 
engine (magnets, antennae, etc.) consists of the components under the white panels. 
Diagnostics and sensors were placed directly behind the front plate section, within the Aft 
Access Chamber, mounted on the adapter cone, or on a translation stage in the exhaust 
chamber. 
The vacuum chamber that was used for the experiment was located at the Sonny 
Carter Neutral Buoyancy Lab at Johnson Space Center in Houston Texas is modeled in 
Figure 5-1. The downstream volume of the vacuum chamber consisted of a large 
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cylindrical aluminum vessel, a stainless steel cone adapter, and a stainless steel access 
chamber (Aft Access Chamber). The volumes of these sections are 5 m3,1.5 m3, and 
0.15 m3 respectively. Among these are a variety of access ports (two 14" CF ports, seven 
12" ASA ports, six 10" CF ports, three 8" CF ports, four 6" CF ports, eight 4.5" CF ports, 
and fifty-one 2.75" CF/KF ports). The upstream section consisted of a volume of 
approximately 1 m3 and housed the main body of the VASIMR engine. The Helicon and 
ICRH sections were maintained at a separate (lower) vacuum pressure by means of a 
bypass valve and two separate turbo pumps. The intent is to aid the plasma source from 
becoming choked off as the background pressure would rise too high having affect on the 
antennae and RF breakdown and arcing. This manipulation is trivial to the aims of the 
VASIMR system as the background pressure will not be an issue in space. 
5.1.2 - Vacuum Pumping 
The entire volume of the experiment was brought down to a rough vacuum (~ 10"4 
torr) using Leybold's TriVac D65B with a pumping rate of 23.6 liter/sec (50 cfm). From 
rough vacuum the system was brought down further to approximately 10"6 torr using a 
1000 liter/sec 10" Leybold TMP 10000 turbopump. This was mounted onto the large 
exhaust chamber. In addition to the large turbopump, two smaller turbopumps (Pfeiffers' 
230 liter/sec TMP 260U and 210 liter/sec TMU 260) were used in the upstream sections. 
These pumps handled the vacuum load on the upstream sections upon closing the bypass 
valve between upstream and downstream when running the engine. Pump down time to 
this point was on average 3-4 hours. At this level of vacuum, a CVI Torrmaster TM 250 
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Cryopump (4000 liter/sec N2, 3500 liter/sec Ar) was initiated. The cryopump was 
mounted on one of the 14" ports of the Aft Access Chamber. This helped take the 
pressure down to the low 10"7 torr with the coldhead maintained at a temperature of 12-14 
K. The large turbopump and cryopump were sufficient to allow the chamber to recover 
relatively fast (~ 20 - 40 s) after successive 1 s plasma pulses as high as 3800 seem. The 
recovery time was on the order of a few minutes for longer pulses (~ 3 seconds) and 
thermal runs (~ 10 seconds). 
5.1.3 - Vacuum Diagnostics 
The rough vacuum in the upstream sections were monitored using three 
Granville-Phillips convectron gauges. After rough vacuum, two Granville-Phillips ion 
gauges were read out near the mounting locations of the small turbopumps. Pressures 
were digitized upstream using an MKS Baratron Capacitance Monometer and a Kernco 
Inc. Modion 1400 Cold Cathode Ion Gauge. 
The downstream sections were observed using two more G.P. convectron gauges 
and a Granville-Phillips micro-ion plus digital convectron/ion gauge. The digital 
convectron/ion gauges output was digitized and served as the main pressure readout for 
all reduced data. A separate ion gauge was located near the large turbopump. The 
temperature of the cryopump was monitored using a simple thermocouple readout. 
Lastly, impurities and water vapor were measured with an SRS 100 Residual Gas 
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Analyzer. Due to the high humidity in the Houston area, water vapor is always a concern 
and enough pumping time must be allowed so that outgassing effects become negligible. 
Section 5.2 - Gas System 
Gas was fed directly into the helicon section so that ionization directly follows. 
The gas determined most suitable for the VX-100 experiment is argon due to the Isp range 
in LEO. The argon provided for the experiment is ultra high purity Ar stored in a K 
bottle and fed into the chamber through a MKS Flow Controller rated to 5000 seem N2. 
The flow meter was monitored using an MKS 247C 4-channel readout. The amplitude of 
the flow was controlled with an HP 8013B Pulse Generator. The output of the flow 
controller was also digitized and logged synchronous with all other experimental data. 
Section 5.3 - Magnet System 
The external magnetic field was generated by a system of 4 water cooled and one 
air cooled Everson Tesla magnets. The magnet coils are located directly underneath the 
white cover panels in Figure 5-1. Current to the magnet coils was measured/monitored 
using LEM C type closed loop current transducers. To avoid overheating of the magnets, 
the current for each pulse was ramped up to the set value in 2 seconds followed by the 
gas flow and applied RF power. The magnetic field is critical for both the plasma 
confinement as well as flow/nozzle parameters. The exact field shape and current 
settings are proprietary of the Ad Astra Rocket Company. 
Section 5.4 - RF System 
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In order to satisfy demands for a reliable spacecraft engine, a plasma source is 
needed to produce steady state high density ions for long durations (~ years) that is not 
susceptible to cathode/anode erosion or thermionic emission. As described earlier, 
VASIMR engines employ two antennae that operate at different RF frequencies, Helicon 
and ICRH. These antennae are not susceptible to erosion or degradation and can provide 
very high plasma densities with only a single pass of the neutral propellant[19]. The 
designs of these antennae are proprietary of the Ad Astra Rocket Company. 
5.4.1 - Power transmission 
Power transmission to the Helicon and ICRH antennae was generated by 
Continental Electronics FRT-85 20 kW (Figure 5-2) and the Nautel XR-50 AM 
transmitters, respectively. For the purposes of this experiment, the ICRH antenna and its 
power system were not used. The power was fed into a Bird 50 ohm Water Cooled 
ceramic dummy load to help set up the initial conditions for the matching network. Once 
the proper power conditions were established, the power line was fed into a high power 
electronics matching network. The purpose of this network is to match the impedance of 
the transmission line and plasma as close to the initial conditions as possible. If the 
impedance is closely matched, the transmitted wave couples to the plasma with very little 
reflected power. If the match is not close enough, more power is reflected and the 
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efficiency of the source declines. The matching network (referred to as the 'matchbox') 
consists of a system of tunable vacuum capacitors, resistors, and inductors (Figure 3-4). 
Figure 5-2: FRT85 AM Transmitter. This device, on loan from Oak Ridge National 
Laboratory (ORNL), provided the RF power for the Helicon plasma source. The RF 
power was fed from the FRT85 directly into the Helicon impedance matching network 
with high power RF coaxial cable. 
5.4.2 - RF diagnostics 
The scattering parameters of the transmission into the dummy load were closely 
monitored using an Agilent 4395A Network Analyzer. This was used to measure both 
the RF amplitude and phase going into the dummy load. Other parameters monitored 
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during the experiment were forward power, reflected power, voltage, current, and phase 
of the transmission both before and after the Matchbox electronics. The 
forward/reflected power was measured using directional couplers manufactured by Bird 
electronics. The other parameters were measured with lab designed circuitry. These 
quantities were all digitized and stored for later data analysis. 
Section 5.5 - System Control & Data Acquisition 
The experiment was controlled through two main computers, both running 
Lab VIEW™. The trigger that started the entire experiment was a Boolean switch in the 
program that upon being depressed sent a command to Allen Bradley PLC Isolating 
Analog Modules. This command initiated the magnet current ramp sequence so that in a 
specified amount of time the magnets would be running at the full current settings. After 
this ramp up time, the PLC sent the next command in the sequence which initiated the RF 
power transmission from the FRT-85 via RF coaxial cables to the Helicon antenna. 
Aside from the sequencing performed by the PLC, the Boolean trigger sends a network 
command to the second computer whose main task is to control data flow and 
diagnostics. The trigger initiates a timing delay which essentially waits a programmed 
amount of time for the magnets to reach full power and RF power to be started. A few of 
the static settings for the experiment are listed in table 5-1. After this delay the computer 
sends a command to a NIPXI-1044 Chassis housing several NIPXI-6254 Multifunction 
DAQ cards. The sampling frequency is timed by this hardware and was set to 40,000 
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samples/second for the entirety of the experiment. This is quite high for the purposes of 
the flux measurements in the VX-100 experiment, but the limiting diagnostic requiring 
such high time resolution were microwave interferometers. Various diagnostics were 
connected to these DAQ cards by means of a lab made breakout panel. To ensure that 
outside sources of noise were reduced, the signals from the diagnostics heading into the 
breakout panel were differentially input and line driven to the DAQ cards. Various 
diagnostics require unique systems of electronics and power depending upon function or 
parameter to be measured. Figure 5-3 shows a functional electronics flow chart for the 
experiment. 
Parameter Value/Range 
Gas Type 
Gas Flow 
RF Input Power 
Magnetic Field 
Probe Bias Voltage 
Diagnostics Data Rate 
Exhaust Chamber Pressure 
Antenna Chamber Pressure 
Shot Interval 
Argon (99.999% Purity) 
3200 - 3800 seem 
20 - 25 kW 
1.5 T peak, 2 s ramp up, 4 
-5Vto -60V 
40000 samples/s for 4.5 s 
10-3to10-6torr 
105to10-7torr 
30 s to 300 s 
s pulse 
Table 5-1: VX-100 experiment settings 
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PLASMA 
Collectors 
Flux Probes/RPA 
In Plasma 
MWI 
SRS Sim 
910JFET 
Preamp 
16 Channel Isolation 
Amplifier 
SRS Sim 
910JFET 
Preamp 
SRS Sim 9000 
Mainframe 
ION or 
Convectron 
Gauge 
Vacuum Diagnostics 
Differentially Input Line Driven Breakout Panel 
Nl PXI Chassis with 5 Nl 6234 Multifunction DAQ 
PC control with LabVIEW 
Figure 5-3: Experiment electronics and data flowchart 
After the pulse had finished, all data that was digitized was temporarily stored in 
the control computer temporary files. At this point, the program initiates data 
management software MDSPlus to save all data according to a 'tree' based hierarchy 
onto a remote server. Each parameter being saved to the data tree must be pre-
programmed prior to experimentation. After this data is saved, the temporary data is 
erased from the control computer in order to conserve usable memory for the next pulse. 
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Section 5.6 - Plasma Diagnostics 
The VX-100 experiment featured an extensive diagnostic campaign ranging from 
invasive probes such as Langmuir probes and Retarding Potential Analyzers (RPAs) to 
non-invasive spectrometers and Microwave Interferometers (MWI). Below is a 
categorical discussion of the diagnostic systems/hardware used in the various areas of the 
rocket testbed. 
5.6.1 - Flux Probes and Interferometers 
One of the main concerns to the functionality of the rocket is ion/electron flow out 
into the exhaust plume of the VX-100. The number of ions emerging plays a large role in 
the thrust of the rocket as they provide the reactive force on the magnetic field lines. The 
total current density collected by the Langmuir Probes measures the total ion flux 
emerging from the ICRH section. Another way of measuring the plasma density without 
putting a conductor in the plasma is to use microwave interferometers. Having a 
combination of these types of diagnostics is beneficial to confirm results and reduce 
uncertainty. 
The probes actually making contact with the plasma are a stationary 10 collector 
Langmuir Probe array, Swinging Flux Probe, Reciprocating Probe, and RF Compensated 
Langmuir Probe. The Swinging Flux Probe and stationary array are very similar in style 
and principle. The collectors are spaced out uniformly with the intent to capture the 
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entirety of the exhaust plume and integrate over the area of collection. The Reciprocating 
probe is a single Langmuir probe, built by the University of Texas, positioned over the 
closest port directly aft of the exhaust aperture. Upon triggering from Lab VIEW™ using 
a timing delay, a pulse of compressed air forces the collector embedded in an alumina rod 
into the plasma all the way down to the axis and then retracts. This takes place in about 
200 ms. This reveals a 2D plasma flux map when assuming azimuthal symmetry. The 
RF Compensated Langmuir probe is a voltage swept probe composed of a single wire 
embedded in a long alumina shaft. Close to the probe tip are a series of RF Chokes made 
from inductors and capacitors to counteract the RF interference/driving frequency that 
arises when the plasma is created. This probe was mounted on a two dimensional 
translation stage, but was non-functional due to technical problems and kept far 
downstream during the experiment. 
The VX-100 employs two microwave interferometers to measure line integrated 
density in the plume; 32 GHz and 70 GHz horn shaped interferometers made by Quinstar. 
These diagnostics are the prime reason for the 40 kHz sampling rate. They measure 
phase changes in the principle arm of the apparatus versus the constant reference arm 
along axis of the cylindrical plasma plume at one presubscribed axial location. These 
phase changes are directly correlated to the density passing through a cross-sectional 
chord in the plasma. The 70 GHz MWI was located roughly 10 cm downstream of the 
exhaust aperture while the 32 GHz MWI was located farther downstream. 
5.6.2 - Velocity Distribution Probes 
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The plasma velocity distributions can be measured using Retarding Potential 
Analyzers (RPA). An RPA consists of a series of biased conductive grids spaced out in 
front of a collecting plate. The first grid is biased negatively to prevent electrons from 
entering the probe cavity and pull positive ions in. The second grid is a swept grid which 
acts as a potential barrier to reject ions of insufficient energy from passing through to the 
collector. The third grid is needed due to the arising of secondary electrons from ion 
collision with the grids and collector which can lead to erroneous results. The last 
component is the ion collector that functions similar to a single Langmuir probe. The ion 
energy is related to the amount of current collected against the potential of the swept grid. 
The parallel velocity distribution is found when the RPA is mounted along the axis of the 
rocket/magnetic field. The perpendicular velocity distribution can be measured by 
mounting the RPA normal to the rockets central axis. 
There are two RPAs in the VX-100 experiment that were constructed in the lab, 
both by graduate students from the University of Houston and Rice University [52]. The 
former is positioned on an adjustable Wilson seal feedthrough on top of the cone section 
while the latter is mounted on the two axis translation stage. 
5.6.3 - Magnetic Field Probe 
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The magnetic field can be measured in the exhaust section by means of a hall-
effect sensor. The VX-100 experiment used a 3-axis magnetometer made by FW Bell 
(Cypris Measurement) to make these measurements. The probe was mounted on the two 
axis translation stage located in the large end section. 
5.6.4 - Thrust Targets 
Thrust is a measurable quantity in electric thrusters traditionally performed on 
thrust stands. Non thrust stand targets have been developed and recently proven to be 
accurate to within 4% of thrust stand results f60"6']. These target disks are used in 
experiments where thrust stands are not practical. The VX-100 experiment used two 
separate force/thrust sensors to measure this quantity. Electric propulsion traditionally 
produces very little thrust and very sensitive strain gauges are implemented. One of the 
force probes is mounted on the two axis translation stage (Figure 5-4). It consists of a 5 
cm diameter graphite disk attached to a strain gauge with a ceramic rod. The strain gauge 
is calibrated prior to mounting the probe for experimentation. The second force probe is 
more of a visual diagnostic called the Plasma Reaction (PR) paddle. This is simply a 5 
cm diameter graphite disk attached to a low-friction hinged arm. As the plasma crashes 
into the graphite disk of known mass, it will deflect the paddle backwards. Thrust can be 
calculated from this deflection angle and simple Newtonian mechanics. The paddle is 
calibrated using a set of known weights prior to experimentation. 
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Figure 5-4: View into the side port of the AAC. In view are the force target, 3 axis 
magnetometer, microwave interferometer, retarding potential analyzer, and the swinging 
flux probe array. Photo courtesy of the Ad Astra Rocket Company. 
5.6.5 - Temperature Diagnostics 
Constant thermal monitoring of the various components of the VASIMR engine is 
critical considering the immense temperatures involved in plasmas and high power RF 
transmission. The VX-100 experiment uses a large array of placed type K thermocouples 
to observe temperature. This is crucial in the Helicon and ICRH sections of the rocket. 
A second temperature diagnostic used in the Helicon section is a Jenoptic TCM640 
vacuum compatible IR camera. The camera is unfortunately sensitive to large magnetic 
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fields and must be operated after the magnet currents have ramped back down. Thermal 
shots of 10 seconds duration were taken infrequently and the IR camera recorded the 
Helicon section as it cooled. The thermal properties of the Helicon section could then be 
mapped out three dimensionally. 
5.6.6 - Optical Diagnostics 
The rest of the diagnostics used in the VX-100 experiment campaign were a Sony 
SLR high resolution digital camera, a generic digital camcorder, and three fiber optically 
linked spectrometers from Ocean Optics. The spectrometers' diffraction gratings are 
customized for the 300-900 nm range. The light given off from a plasma discharge can 
be used in a variety of techniques to find the plasma temperature and impurity species 
from several line broadening techniques [3l 
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Chapter 6: Swinging Flux Probe 
Probe Construction and Design 
The Swinging Flux Probe is an adaptation of a stationary Langmuir probe array 
with the collectors fixed to an alumina tube using Macor spacers. The fixed probe was 
inserted into the plasma until the collector in the center of the array was on the rocket 
axis. From shot to shot the data was simply time averaged over each collector in the 
array. Assuming cylindrical symmetry an integral of revolution was used to calculate the 
total ion flux of the exit plume for the VX-100 and a radial profile of the plume was 
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produced. The results were quite favorable and yielded ion fluxes up to 3 x 10 m" s" . 
Despite the success seen using a stationary Langmuir probe array, greater spatial 
resolution and 2D flux mapping was desired. A solution to this is to use a moving 
Langmuir Probe array that could slice through the exhaust plume in about 500 ms. This 
would reveal any asymmetries in the plasma, plasma flux at a predetermined axial 
location, plasma drifts, and ion cost while eliminating the need for time averaging in a 
noisy system. 
The probe constraints were that it needed to be designed to operate in the aft 
access chamber keeping in mind the boundaries and limits (shadowing) of the other fixed 
diagnostics. The idea of the probe moving across a large spatial area further complicated 
the issue of bumping into other diagnostics both during regular operation as well as in 
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failure situations. A design was approved for a motorized 10 collector Langmuir probe 
array which pivots about the shafts lower extremity. The motion is similar to a 
windshield wiper on a car. There were two unoccupied vacuum ports on the aft access 
chamber; both located at an axial position of 1.742 m (system coordinates) with one port 
directly on top of the chamber and the other on the bottom. This axial position 
corresponds to 29,8 cm downstream of the plume exit aperture. The bottom port was 
favored over the top in the event of motor power failure to avoid having the probe hang 
in the middle of the chamber and possibly hit something else. This location allowed for 
the probe to cut through the entirety of the plume while resting in either of the large side 
access ports and out of the way for other diagnostics when non-operational. 
The diameter of the plume following the vacuum magnetic field lines at an axial 
position of 1.742m is 16.75 cm. In order to capture the entire plume the array of 
collectors must be larger than this span. Assuming that the 5 (center) collector would be 
on axis and for the array to be 10 total collectors, the collectors would be spaced 
approximately 2.86 cm along an alumina tube. The tube is made out of a 12" long 99.9% 
purity alumina which was machined using a diamond coated end mill to produce flats and 
wire holes. The flats are intended to fit a V* inch diameter macor spacer that serves as a 
cover to the backside of the collector shielding it from the plasma as much as possible in 
addition to elevate and insulate the collector from the very large fluctuating floating 
potentials that build up on the ceramic. This will prevent arcing between the collector 
and macor/alumina. A computer generated model of the SFP is shown in Figure 6-1. 
Probe Shaft and 
Collectors 
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Shaft Stabilizer Gearbox 
and Miter Gears 
Viton Bumpers 
Vacuum Rated 
Rotary Feedthrough 
Optical Encoder 
Limit Switches 
Mounting 
Fixture 
Electrical 
Feedthroughs 
Stepper Motor 
Figure 6-1: Computer model of the Swinging Flux Probe and related hardware. 
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The collecting surface of typical Langmuir probes traditionally are composed of a 
refractory material that can withstand the high temperatures involved in plasma 
experiments [2"3'58]. The collectors for the Swinging Flux Probe were machined out of lA 
inch diameter high purity molybdenum. The design was based off of collectors from a 
previous prototype designed by Tim Glover. The collecting surface maintains a 0.25 +/-
0.005 inch diameter and is 0.015 +/- 0.005 inch thick. Typical Debye lengths for plasmas 
expected in the VX-100 experiment are on the order of 0.5x10"6 m and the condition for 
the collector radius to be much greater than the electron Debye length is satisfied(3'10). 
The collectors' geometry behind the main circular disk is two small cylindrical 
protrusions sticking out downstream (Figure 6-2). The first is to ensure a snug fit into the 
center of the macor spacer for proper centering. The latter smaller cylindrical protrusion 
serves as a point of contact for an electrical connection. 
Macor Spacer 
5/8" OD 99.99% 
Alumina Tube 
99 99°/> Molybdenum 
Collector 
/ 
304 Stainless Steel Mounting 
Sleeve 
Figure 6-2: Cross section of the SFP and collectors 1 - 4. A zoomed-view displays the 
general shape and dimensions of an individual collector. The thickness of the collector 
sections are around 0.1" thick whereas the collector surface varies from 0.01 - 0.02" in 
thickness. The small cavity directly below the joining end of the collector is to provide 
ample room for a ceramic adhesive between the spacer and alumina tube. 
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Electrical connections are made by silver (hot) soldering to the center conductor 
of RG-188A/U coaxial cable. The shields of the cable are trimmed off near the soldered 
connection with the opposite end mounted to the chamber ground. The center conductors 
of the ten collectors are fed into an 11 pin female Fischer™ connector whose mating 
receptacle is the vacuum flange feedthrough. This helps when mounting the entire 
apparatus in a relatively confined space. The airside portion of the feedthrough connects 
to an identical 11 pin male Fischer™ connector which runs a cable assembly composed 
of 10 RG-196A/U coaxial cables to separate isolation amplifier circuits. The sensing 
resister on each isolation amplifier circuit was approximately 10 ohms (+/- 5%). These 
resisters are important to the amount of current measured as well as the input limits of the 
DAQ system. The National Instruments Multifunction DAQ saturates at approximately 
+/-10 volts. Previous experimentation with the current VX-100 setup has shown that 10 
ohm sensing resisters for Langmuir probes are sufficient. Future experiments will use 
similar 10 ohm precision resisters with higher power ratings as the lA watt rated resisters 
have burned up on occasion due to the currents passing through them. This happened 
twice during the experiment campaign and each collector circuit was simply swapped out 
to an unused isolation amplifier circuit and new sensing resisters. 
The mount was machined out of a solid block of aluminum. There are three 
rounded vertical tabs with a single hole bored out for the rotation axis and encoder shaft. 
The shaft holes are lined with a Teflon bushing to reduce friction and ensure smooth 
rotation. There are two separate hole patterns in the base; one to assemble the mount 
structure to the Aft Access Chamber via threaded rods and the other to mount a pair of 
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viton bumpers. The bumpers serve as a resting place during non-operation as well as to 
cushion the delicate probe with an elastic vacuum compatible material after a rapid 
swing. Typically gearboxes are used when transferring motion to provide stability for the 
gears, prevent slipping, and reduce backlash. This was not possible due to available 
mounting space and vacuum considerations. In order to support and stabilize at least one 
of the power transfer axes, a small square aluminum bracket was attached to the mount 
supporting both the motor axis and beveled miter gear ^2l 
An optical encoder with 256 counts/rev resolution was attached to the upstream 
end of the mount. This yields 1.4° of angular resolution. These types of devices can 
become unreliable in the vicinity of RF generated plasmas due to RF pickup. A 100 pf 
capacitor was placed between the +5 volt power and ground pins to counter this effect 
sending the high frequency noise to ground. A titanium foil shroud was placed over the 
upstream face of the encoder to protect the leads from the plasma. Figures 6-3 through 6-
5 display the installation of the SFP into the AAC. 
The motion of the probe is driven by a high precision stepper motor. Ideally the 
motion would be transferred by directly mounting the motor on the rotation axis at the 
base of the probe. It was feared that magnetic fields arising from normal operation of the 
stepper motor would interact with the rockets external magnetic fields and draw plasma 
into the motor. This could lead to erroneous results and damage the motor. Another 
possibility is to transfer motion to the rotation axis using a motorized vacuum rated 
feedthrough and use a pair of miter gears for appropriate placement of the axis given the 
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Figure 6-3: Installation of the Swinging Flux Probe into the Aft Access Chamber. The 
probe is placed off to the side out of the way of the plasma and other diagnostics as well 
as to calibrate the exact range of motion before chamber pumpdown. The probe tip of the 
reciprocating probe (top-left) and the 70 GHz MWI are shown in the background. 
Figure 6-4: Vertical calibration of the Swinging Flux Probe. The 5 collector is placed 
directly (± 3 mm) on chamber axis. Electrical connections are fed into the 4.5" CF flange 
directly under the mount structure. Motion using the stepper motor control system is 
verified in this stage. 
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Figure 6-5: Close-Up view of the mount assembly. A pair of carbon steel miter gears 
transfers the rotational motion 90° but need to have at least one axis further supported to 
prevent skipping of teeth. Teflon bushings help reduce the friction brought about through 
motion of the system. A pair of viton rubber bumpers acts as a hardware limit and resting 
point for the probe. A thin cover of titanium foil has been placed over the leads of the 
optical encoder to prevent interaction between it and the plasma. 
geometry of the setup. The feedthrough is a 1.33" CF magnetically coupled rotary mount 
with a lA inch shaft and a maximum torque rating of 150 oz-in. This places the stepper 
motor approximately 20 cm away from the chamber wall and far enough away from the 
magnetic field so as not to disturb it. This also eliminates the costly need for a vacuum 
rated stepper motor as a generic motor may be used. The miter gears used are 0.75" 
diameter with 15 teeth each and made of carbon steel. The lower ratio of the number of 
teeth to the major diameter will mean that the teeth are deeper allowing for greater 
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contact of each tooth, less backlash, and lower chances of skipping or jumping teeth if the 
torque becomes too high [62"63]. 
The swinging flux probes general construction has a moment of inertia of 
5.75x10"3 kg m2 about its rotation axis. In order to be as minimally invasive to the 
flowing plasma as possible, a short swing time is desired. For a total swing time of 200 -
500 ms, a motor torque of 0.949 N-m (134.4 oz-in.) is required. 
The motor attached to the airside connection is a NEMA 23 5718X Stepper Motor 
from Lin Engineering. The peak current in the windings is rated at 4.3 A. The motor has 
a lA inch stainless steel shaft that protrudes through both ends of the motor. The shaft end 
at the base of the motor was fixed with a knurled aluminum knob that served two 
purposes. The first was to provide a frictional surface to turn the unpowered motor by 
hand. The second purpose was to house a metal pin that triggers two end-of-travel limit 
switches. The limit switches were a set of two Omron spring/mechanical wheel limit 
switches which were mounted on an aluminum plate that had adjustable angles to vary 
the amount of angular travel of the probe. The limits were wired normally open and upon 
triggering would close the circuit sending a +5 V signal to the motion controller. The 
positions of the limit switches and the viton bumpers inside the chamber were calibrated 
together after installation. This helped to maximize the area covered as well as to 
sufficiently protect the probe, gears, and motor. 
Control 
Software 
(Parker 6K Motion 
Terminal) 
Feedback 
Device 
(Optical Encoder) 
Figure 6-6: Typical components to a motion control system. The control software sends 
the commanded setpoints (position, velocity, acceleration, limits, etc.) to the motion 
controller in the form of a digital signal. The motion controller converts the digital signal 
into voltage pulses fed into the motor driver (or current amplifier). The driver amplifies 
the current in the pulses feeding them into the stepper motor. An optional feedback 
device (required for closed loop operation) reports a series of square wave pulses back to 
the controller where they are counted. 
A complete stepper motor system contains six critical components (Figure 6-6): 
Control computer/software, a motion controller, a motor driver, the stepper motor itself, a 
feedback mechanism (optional), and a mechanical load. The final three have been 
reviewed in the sections above. The controller is the hardware that communicates back 
and forth with the input/output system, in this case a desktop computer and relevant 
software. The motion controller that was used for this experiment was a Parker 6K4 
Compumotor controller. This is a stand-alone module that communicates via Ethernet 
connection. It is this piece of hardware that contains connection inputs for motor driver, 
limit switches, encoders, triggers, and analog/digital I/O. The computer speaks to the 
controller using a software language called P-code which configures each axis' units, 
distance, velocity, acceleration, limits, etc. The motion commands sent to the controller 
are redirected to the motor driver which converts and amplifies the much smaller voltage 
pulses into current pulses large enough to drive the stepper motor. Each pulse is 
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modulated according to how many steps the motor must take. The motor driver used was 
a Parker E-AC Microstepping Drive. This driver can provide a peak current of 3.5 A to 
drive the stepper motors. This same controller/driver system also runs the two-axis 
translation stage. Noise pickup on probes and other instrumentation can be a problem 
due to the high currents involved in driving stepper motors. These effects were 
minimized using proper grounding techniques. 
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Chapter?: Swinging Flux Probe Results and Discussion 
Section 7.1 - Approach 
One of the main goals of the VX-100 experiment is to characterize the exhaust 
plume of the VX-100 prototype VASIMR engine and produce a 2 dimensional ion flux 
map. Excluding impurities, this map will provide a means of knowing exactly how much 
of the argon plasma is flowing out of the exit aperture. The results and asymmetries will 
aid in design changes as well as gauge the performance of components upstream in the 
plasma. In addition to the 2D map of ion flux, ion cost is also a desirable diagnostic 
which will reveal the Helicon efficiency. This will be an important economic factor for 
future spaceflight models of the VASIMR engine or of electric propulsion engines in 
general. 
The approach to carrying out plume characterization is to perform a series of two 
independent scans in order to locate the engines optimal operation settings. The magnetic 
field, total Helicon power, initial background pressure, and RF discharge pulse length 
were held relatively constant while the neutral gas flow rate and probe bias voltage were 
varied separately. The bias voltage was initially set to -60 V, deep in the ion saturation 
region, and with each sample the neutral argon flow was increased in 100 seem intervals 
from 3200 seem to 3800 seem. This process was repeated for bias voltage settings of-50 
V, -40 V, -30 V, -20 V, -10 V, and -5 V. The maximum voltage did not exceed ~ 10 V 
below the local plasma potential in order to avoid excessive heating of the probe from 
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energetic electrons. Several authors have swept their probe arrays through both 
saturation current regions to produce an appropriate IV curve I10-64-68!. This
 m a v likely be 
a plan for future experiments using the Swinging Flux Probe; however, the desire of this 
experiment is to collect data for only the ions in the plume. 
Section 7.2-Reduction of Data 
Each sampling run consisted of pulses or 'shots' of data that were stored in a data 
management software package called MDSPlus. The data pertinent to the Swinging Flux 
Probe consisted of electric current measured by the Langmuir Probe collectors, two 
channels of 0 to +5V encoder signals each phase dependent, measured forward and 
reflected RF Power, and neutral gas flow. The sampling rate for the digitizers during 
each shot was set at 40 kHz. 
The raw data was smoothed out and analyzed using the Matlab software package. 
The data from each of the collectors were brought in from MDSPlus in units of volts and 
filtered with the 'filtfilt' function from the signal processing toolbox. The 'filtfilt' 
function is a digital filter that is a boxcar averaging technique that performs the averaging 
from start to finish and then runs over the data again from end to beginning. It calls for 
transfer function parameters a and b which specify the dimensions of the boxcar. The 
data were processed using a height of a = 1 and length of b = 1500. The raw data (Figure 
7-la), is much noisier than the digitally filtered data (Figure 7-lb). The next step is to 
process the optical encoder data and correlate a precise position to each of the ten 
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collectors' voltage time stamp. This is important because the motion controller will think 
that the motion is smooth and un-inhibited. This is not necessarily the case, especially 
when working with angled gears that typically have a little bit of play or backlash space 
between the mating teeth. This was visually observed to be a nuisance on some shots 
towards the end of the probes travel where the probe array 'jittered' by slightly doubling 
back on itself before encountering the forward end of travel limit. This motion can be 
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Figure 7-1: Example of raw and filtered data from a single shot (022, -50 V bias, 3800 
seem). Plots (a) and (b) represent the raw and filtered data from the first five collectors. 
Plots (c) and (d) display the encoder output signals and resulting indexed feedback 
position. 
corrected with appropriate phasing of the encoders' two output signals. This was done 
using logic loops to compare the output signals to determine which signal was high/low 
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and whether to increment/decrement depending upon the phasing. Raw data from the 
encoder can be seen in Figure (7-lc) while processed data is shown in Figure (7-Id). 
Processed data are shown as incremental counts versus time which were fit by a 
piecewise cubic interpolation function in Matlab™ and correlated to the angle by the 
encoders resolution (256 counts/rev). 
The combined data of the angular position and the electric current are then plotted 
as surface and contour maps. The contour maps were plotted with a resolution of 100 
contours/plot without displaying the dividing lines and are shown as if looking 
downstream into the AAC. Concentric circles of increasing radius from 5 to 20 cm are 
drawn for position reference within the AAC with the outermost circle showing the inner 
wall of the access chamber. Surface maps act as a 3D representation of amplitude with 
respect to angular and spatial position. They are the most indicative as to a 3D ion flux 
profile. The viewing position is intentionally off centered at 12° to the bottom right. 
The total ion flux emerging from the exit aperture is obtained through numerical 
integration of the ion current per unit area incident upon each collector over the entire 
sweep. The flux maps were divided into a grid of segmented arcs of radial thickness Rn+i 
- Rn and angular width dG = (final position - initial position)/number of samples. The 
ion flux in each cell would then be the height of the cell multiplied by the area. With a 
sampling rate of 40 kHz the small angle approximation applies and the geometry of an 
individual grid cell is simplified to a trapezoid (Figure 7-2). The height of the cell is 
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taken as the average of the current density measured by the collectors at the four corners 
of the trapezoidal cell. 
(Jn+1,m+l) 
Jave 
(Rn+1,m+l) 
s(Jn+1,m) 
(Rn+1,m) 
(Rn,m+l) 4 (Ram) 
Figure 7-2: Schematic of the grid cell used for computing the ion flux. The projected 
base is divided up by the radii of each collector R„ as well as its angular position m. The 
amplitude measured by each corner of the grid are combined and averaged out making a 
trapezoidal box with height Jave-
A looping routine was written in Matlab™ to i) compute the area of each cell, ii) 
compute the average height of the cell, and iii) compute the sum of each cell volume 
within the angular sweep of the collector array. This was done for each sample and 
placed in a spreadsheet file. The computed data are displayed in Appendix B. The 
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averages of the total RF power and gas flow rate were also computed for each shot and 
included in the tabulated data. Due to software save errors some of the RF power data 
was unavailable. For ion cost computations involving this data, the RF power used was 
determined from the trend of available data. 
Section 7.3 - Images of the Probe in the Plasma 
Figure 7-3: Swinging Flux Probe positioned vertical and biased at ~ -50 VDC. The 
collector region and plasma beams emanating are very well defined and follow the 
magnetic field. Photo courtesy of Johnson Space Center. 
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Figure 7-4: Swinging Flux Probe biased at ~ -30 VDC. The collector region and plasma 
beams fade as the probe bias voltage increases and the collectors pull in ions with lower 
impacting energy. The plume is well defined and captured by the lower eight collectors. 
Photo courtesy of Ad Astra Rocket Company. 
Figure 7-5: Swinging Flux Probe biased at ~ -10 VDC. The bright collector region and 
plasma beams have disappeared completely with the bias voltage below the first 
ionization potential for argon. Photo courtesy of Ad Astra Rocket Company. 
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Images of the SFP were taken with a Sony alpha 100 digital SLR with a 
resolution of 10.2 Mpix. Figures 7-3 through 7-5 were taken from the 10" side viewport 
looking through the AAC. Other diagnostics visible are the 70 GHz MWI and the 
dragonfly IEEE digital camcorder. The exhaust plume emits a mixture of Ar+ (blue-
violet spectrum), Neutral Ar (Pink-Red Spectrum), and some trace impurities. One of the 
more noticeable features from the photos, other than the plasma exhaust itself, is the 
visible effect of the probes perturbation on the plasma. At bias voltages more negative 
into the ion saturation region the collectors are seemingly emanating beams or streamers 
upstream along the B field lines and have a greater visual intensity than the surrounding 
plasma. The beam brightness is a function of plasma density, background neutral 
pressure, and bias voltage. The beams become visually dimmer with an increase in probe 
bias voltage as seen in Figure 7-4 and entirely disappear at a bias of-10 V as in Figure 7-
5. It will be shown that these beams give rise to a artificially enhanced ion flux value as 
compared to the flow of incoming neutral gas into the Helicon. 
Section 7.4 - 2D and 3D ion flux maps 
A complete display of plotted contour and surface maps of measured ion flux are 
located in Appendices C and D. Maps are presented at the same gas flow rate with 
varying probe bias voltages in Figure 7-6 and constant bias voltage and various gas flow 
rates in Figure 7-7. Similar plots have been made at Alta, an Italian aerospace and 
technology company, using a 'Faraday Rake'[68]. 
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Figure 7-6: Ion flux maps at constant gas flow (3800 seem). Bias voltage is increased 
from (a) -60 V, to (b) -40 V, and to (c) -20 V. The effect is quite dramatic as the 
amplitude of the peak decreases significantly. Symmetry does not seem to be affected. 
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Figure 7-7: Ion flux maps comparing constant bias voltage (- 50 VDC). In plots (a) -
(c) the input gas flow to the Helicon antenna is increased in 300 seem intervals from 
3200 seem to 3800 seem. The amplitude does not change to a large degree, but as the 
flow increases the collected plume becomes narrower and more peaked than at lower 
flow. 
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Maps are displayed with the 2D contour plots on the left and the corresponding 
3D profile map on the right side. There is an uncertainty of ± 5° in the starting position 
of the probe array for each shot. This is attributed to the stiffness of the RG-188 coaxial 
cable bundle attaching the collectors through the probe shaft to the feedthrough. The 
combined cable mass and strain relief system can impart enough of a restoring force to 
pull the probe array a few degrees off of the limit switch and viton resting bumper. 
One of the most noticeable traits of the plasma from the 2D contour plots is that 
the peak ion flux does not lie on the axis of the chamber ('x' in each contour plot) but 
each is 2-4 cm below centerline. It is proposed that this off-center density peak is caused 
by the Helicon antenna mounted/lying off-center due to melting of antenna supports from 
high heat load. The center of the Helicon wave in the m = +1 mode would then be below 
the chamber axis and the ionizing electrons would oscillate through the now off-center 
position thus shifting the entire profile. This is not to say that the antenna itself is down 
2-4 cm, perhaps due to malfunction of structural supports, but only a small amount (8 -
12 mm) which is then magnified due to the diverging magnetic field (the magnetic field 
strength ratio of the antenna to the probe is approximately 3.5 to 1) in the exhaust region. 
This can be a good utility for fine tuning the alignment of the Helicon plasma source 
since a small amount can have a large effect. 
Comparing data for probes at constant probe bias and gas flow reveal a few 
interesting features of the probe/plasma interaction. Figure 7-6 shows the magnitude of 
the total ion current collected decrease for smaller negative voltages. This is expected as 
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the collection area will increase as the probe is biased further into ion saturation, but the 
large magnitude difference suggests a greater effect may be dominating over sheath 
expansion. The plasma streams emanating from the perturbing collectors play a role in 
increasing the collected current and have the greatest effect at large negative biases. 
Looking over data from constant bias voltage one sees that an increase in gas flow (and 
more neutrals to ionize) the plume becomes narrower without a changing the magnitude 
of the peak much. This may seem counter-intuitive as one would expect more ions 
collected for increased quantities of neutrals entering the ionization region. One 
possibility may be that at lower flow rates the antenna is under-saturated causing the 
helicon wave to propagate further downstream. The waves could then cause electrons to 
ionize neutral recycled gas at the edges of the plasma resulting in broadened plume at 
lower flow rates. Further increasing the gas flow through the ionization region for a 
specific RF power setting allows the antenna to become saturated and deposit more of its 
energy. This introduces an optimal gas flow rate for a given power setting. 
An important factor in the overall symmetry of the collected plume is the effect of 
a dirty probe. Even when probes are thoroughly cleaned prior to installation into the 
experiment, collector surfaces can develop resistive oxide layers that alter the work 
function (and Fermi energy) that the plasma 'sees'. This creates non-uniformity in bias 
voltage across the entire collector surface and overall reduces the effective collecting area 
of the probe I2'65-69-™]. Dirty probes are typically cleaned by biasing the probe to electron 
saturation currents or deep into the ion saturation region (~ - 200 to -300 V) or by 
activating a resistive heating filament and heating the probe tip to around 1000°C. The 
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SFP used in this experiment were not cleaned in this manner and was subject to resistive 
layers. Figure 7-8 helps to demonstrate how a mixture of dirty and less dirty probes can 
produce an asymmetric ion flux distribution. The experiment began by biasing the 
collectors to the lowest value of -60 VDC. This is enough to help clean off some of the 
oxide layers given enough interaction with the plasma. The fourth collector has been 
cleaned off the most as the peak ion flux density lies directly in its path. The 2nd, 3rd, and 
5th collectors are also differentially cleaned from some of this oxide layer, but not to the 
extent of the 4th collector. The cleaner 4th collector can collect ion saturation current at 
the full biased potential whereas the other collectors still have somewhat lower effective 
collection areas. This is seen as a higher flux density arc 'smear' in many of the 2D 
contour plots. Dirty probes have been known to decrease collected current by as much as 
5-10% P-3'65-68-™]. There is a relative enhancement of- 4% from the 4th collector when 
compared to the 3rd and 5th collectors. Appendices C and D include contour maps and 3D 
surface plots for comparison that have allowed for up to a 5% correction factor to 'dirty' 
collectors and a 1-3 Q uncertainty (tolerance range) in the value of the sensing resisters. 
The corrected contours and surface plots are noticeably more symmetric and much closer 
to the expected profile. 
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Figure 7-8: Contour plot showing effect of clean and dirty probes. A probe with a 
thinner resistive layer will effectively collect more ion current and appear as an elongated 
or smeared trace as shown above for the 4th SFP collector. 
Section 7.5 - Integrated Flux 
A shot to shot summary of the integrated ion flux is plotted against the gas flow 
rate in Figure 7-9. The probe bias voltage trend is clear that with increasingly negative 
bias voltage the collected ion flux rises. The data for -60 VDC were unreliable due to 
errors with the arcing, electronics, or probe mechanics. Error bars are calculated for 
systematic variations in total integrated current from repeated samples for similar 
experimental settings. A 100% ionization line is plotted to reference the quantity of gas 
flowing through the system verses how much is actually collected. Each voltage setting 
above the first ionization potential for argon (15.78 V) shows a collected flux above 
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100% ionization. This is due to a combination of sheath expansion (1-3% increase) as 
well as other gas recycling effects. 
Plasma Flux vs Gas Row 
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Figure 7-9: Ion Flux vs. Input Gas Flow Rate. The downward trend of-50 V to -20 V 
bias indicates that the gas flow is too low to fully saturate the plasma source and there 
can be recycling of recombined neutrals with increasing background pressure. The 
plasma source gets closer to becoming saturated as the flow increases and the probe gives 
a better indication of the actual flux so long as the probe is biased to ion saturation. The 
sufficiently large gap between -20 V and -10 V is indicative of transition region 
collection. One sigma error bars are displayed (approximately 4.68 x 1019 ions s"1) for 
each data set. 
The larger negative bias voltages also have a downward trend towards 100% 
ionization with increasing gas flow. This is an expected result as increasing the gas flow 
rate and neutral pressure in the Helicon region creates a better resistive match for RF 
energy deposition. It will also reduce the recycling and re-ionizing in the Helicon due to 
rising amounts of background neutrals. Increasing the flow rate/pressure further will 
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cause the Helicon antenna to saturate or choke itself out reducing ionization. This 
optimal flow rate is found by balancing out erroneous collection effects with bias voltage. 
A useful probe bias voltage for the optimum flow rate (~ 3700 seem) for a given 
magnetic field and RF power level would be around -20 VDC. This setting would 
minimize the uncertainty in the results by reducing sheath expansion and surface effects 
despite reflecting fewer electrons. The SFP follows a typical I-V characteristic which is 
shown in Figure 7-10. This shows that most of the data is taken in the ion saturation 
region of the characteristic with data taken at -10 VDC going into the transition region. 
° $ r -•—-Tfc- •-—jr-—-ir^-—~r- - — £ - • --••«£•- — ^ 
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Figure 7-10: Ion Flux vs. Bias voltage. The collected ion flux is compared against each 
input gas flow setting verses power supply bias voltage setting. The trend comparing the 
input gas flow settings agree with that in Figure 7-9 that more ions are collected at a 
lower gas flow setting when more neutrals may be re-ionized at the plasma source. The 
common trend displays one side on an ordinary I-V trace as -50 V to -20 V are in ion 
saturation (Figure 4-1, region III) while -10 V is collecting fewer ions and more electrons 
in the transition region (Figure 4-1, region II). Error bars are purposely left out as 
overlapping data points would make the graph more difficult to read. The systematic 
variation from shot to shot is taken to be the same as Figure 7-9 (4.68 x 101 ions s"1). 
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Section 7.6 - Ion Cost 
Recalling from equation 3.10 that the energy cost to produce each ion is an 
important and measurable quantity that directly gives a sense of the plasma source 
efficiency. A lower value will produce a higher efficiency. The data needed are the total 
ion flux and the total power input to the plasma (forward - reflected). • A plot of the ion 
cost taken from the VX-100 data is displayed in Figure 7-11. Error bars were mapped 
from the systematic uncertainty in total integrated ion current (Figure 7-9) to an ion cost 
value. 
Ion Cost vs Gas Flow 
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Figure 7-11: Ion cost as a function of gas flow rate. Data taken from total measured 
power into the Helicon source antenna against collected ion flux. These plots may 
actually be a bit conservative as the power data neglects losses in the transmission line, 
coupling efficiency, etc. A 100 % ionization line is displayed for the minimum and 
maximum power levels from the experiment. Data points above these lines and not in the 
transition region (blue line) are taken with greater confidence. 
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The data shows that ion cost is quite sensitive to bias voltage and insensitive to 
flow rate in the ion saturation region. In the transition region the ion cost is quite 
sensitive to both variable parameters. Using the optimal flow rate with a bias voltage of-
20 V yields an ion cost of ~ 90 eV/ion. This is an improvement upon past experiments in 
VASIMR™ which measured in the 100-600 eV/ion range l " J. Ion cost coupled with 
the value of the ion energy will give the Helicon efficiency. Gridded energy analyzers 
measure the energy of the ions leaving the Helicon section and are relatively well known 
in this setup to be ~ 21 - 41 eV (10-14 km/s)I711. Plasma source efficiency is then 23 -
46%. These numbers are actually quite conservative since losses in the RF system are 
not taken into account. This will help in future design changes or minor modifications 
that are needed to improve overall rocket performance. 
Section 7.7 - Factors Influencing Plasma Flux Measurements 
It is clear from the data and Figures 7-9 and 7-10 that an artificial enhancement of 
plasma flux is taking place. It is claimed that the enhanced collected flux is due to a 
combination of sheath/collector surface effects with recycling of ions and neutrals as 
background pressure rises. Figure 7-12 helps to illustrate these effects on the dynamics 
of the collection region. Similar graphics have been made corresponding to a glow 
discharge [72]. 
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Figure 7-12: Schematic of processes occurring in or near the sheath. Plasma ions 
incident upon the collector will gyrate about the magnetic field as they are accelerated 
into the collector as they cross into the sheath. Bombarding ions of sufficient energy can 
create secondary electrons via Auger emission, sputter away neutral collector material, 
undergo charge-exchange with a neutral, or recombine with a collector electron. Emitted 
electrons will be accelerated to ionizing energies in the sheath with the possibility of 
Avalanche/Cascading. Re-ionized neutrals will follow the magnetic field lines back into 
the collector again. 
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Ions are incident upon the collector and are accelerated across the sheath potential 
which is dependent on bias voltage. The ions can either 1) bombard the surface of the 
collector with an energy of VB - Vp neutralizing itself, 2) undergo a charge exchange 
interaction creating a fast neutral and a slow ion, or 3) have sufficient energy to ionize 
other neutrals. The ions that eventually make it to the collector will neutralize creating an 
isotropic distribution of neutral atoms around each collector. This and the rising 
background pressure provide a supply of neutrals that can be 'recycled'. If the incident 
ions have enough energy to overcome the work function of the collector material the 
probability of emitting an electron increases. The secondary electron coefficient, yse, is 
[58,73]. 
r„«0.016(ir to-2i>,)' (7.1) 
where £jz is the ionization potential and e<p is the work function of the collector material. 
For molybdenum these values are 7.1 eV and 4.3 eV respectively. For argon ions 
incident upon a molybdenum surface the secondary electron coefficient has been known 
to range between 0.075 to 0.13 [72'74" 77l From the same sources it is also shown that Yse 
is insensitive to ion energy for low energy ions so long as the energy is greater than the 
work function of the material. Thus for every 100 ions bombarding the collector roughly 
8 to 13 electrons are emitted into the ion sheath. These electrons are immediately 
accelerated back along the magnetic field and will interact with the 'recyclable' fuel that 
it encounters. The electrons can interact either through excitation, ionization or elastic 
scattering. The cross section for electron impact ionization i s . 
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a In 
* = #. [cm2] (7.2) 
where a is the ionization cross section, a is the Bohr radius [cm], xi is the first ionization 
potential [eV], ^i is the number of equivalent electrons in the outer shell, and E is the 
energy of the incident electron (in eV). 
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Figure 7-13: Electron impact ionization cross section for argon [78]. The effects of 
ionization due to electron impact are more probable in the range of-60 V to -40 V 
compared to -30 V to -20 V. Ionization for probes biased at -10 V is non-existent since 
argons first ionization potential is greater than the energy that is supplied to the secondary 
electrons. 
A plot from the same source is displayed in Figure 7-13. The cross section is 
maximized for this experiment at -50 VDC at a value of 3.29xl0"16 cm2. The cross 
section falls to a value of 1.99xl0"16 cm2 for a bias of-20 VDC. If the ionization occurs 
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within the sheath there is the possibility of an avalanche effect as one electron could have 
sufficient energy to ionize multiple neutrals. The electrons are essentially shot out of the 
sheath region upstream along the magnetic field lines where they are free to interact 
(ionize and excite) with neutrals. The ions created will fall back down the same magnetic 
field line and into the collector repeating the process. The effects of these ionizing and 
exciting electrons can be seen visually in Figures 7-3 and 7-4 as beams of light emanating 
from each collector. Beam intensity is a function of probe bias voltage (electron 
ionization cross section), background pressure, and plasma density profile. The beams 
are brightest at a bias voltage of- 60 VDC where the electron impact cross section is 
greatest. They become dimmer with increasing bias voltage (decreasing cross section) as 
in Figure 7-4 until they completely disappear for -10 VDC in Figure 7-5. The electrons 
are no longer accelerated in the sheath to ionizing energies combined with the diminished 
cross section cause the beams to vanish. 
Another effect shown on Figure 7-12 is sputtering. Sputtering will cause an 
increase in neutral atom density directly around the collectors. For a molybdenum 
collector this provides neutrals with a lower first ionization potential than argon which 
can provide more seed electrons in the sheath. Sputtering yield, ySp, can be empirically 
estimated by [58-79"80]: 
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e^^eXMJM,)115 (7.5) 
where £t is the surface binding energy of the target atoms, Z, is the reduced target/atom 
atomic number ratio, e, is the incoming ion energy, and slhr is the threshold energy. An 
empirical plot of the sputtering yield for argon ions incident upon a molybdenum target is 
shown in Figure 7-14 which assumes a surface binding energy of 6.82 eV. More recent 
literature has shows that there is no threshold energy for sputtering, but an exponential 
drop off with decreasing incident energy [81J; since Maxwellian ion distributions will 
always have high energy ions (tails). 
Argon incident on Molybdenum 
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Figure 7-14: Sputtering yield for argon ions bombarding molybdenum. Sputtering of 
molybdenum from argon bombardment is essentially ignorable for ion energies (hence 
bias voltages) less than 38.4 V. 
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Sputtering will only play a role deep in the ion saturation region (-60 to -40 VDC) 
ranging from ~ 8% to 0% sputter yield. At bias voltages more positive sputtering is not a 
concern. After the experiment there was some evidence of sputtering as molybdenum has 
been deposited on the alumina probe shaft (Figure 7-15). 
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Figure 7-15: Photographic comparison of the alumina probe shaft before and after the 
experiment. Both images display collectors 2 through 6 (bottom to top). The alumina 
tube has a pure and clean white finish before being subjected to plasma. Afterwards it is 
clear that material from the collectors has been deposited directly around the collector it 
was stripped from. This is most noticeable around collector #4 where the plasma density 
was greatest. The relative amount of sputtered material can give a very general idea of a 
plasma density profile. 
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Other sources of neutrals for enhanced ion flux collection could come by means 
of trace impurities in the vacuum chamber stemming from dissociated water vapor 
collected on the chamber walls or within the porous alumina material due to the high 
ambient humidity. Other impurities could come in the form of dissociated nitrogen and 
hydrocarbons from vacuum pump oils. To examine impurities the resultant spectra from 
the samples would be checked as in Figure 7-16. It is easily seen that the dominant 
constituents within the plasma are neutral and ionized argon. It is unlikely that other 
impurities play a significant role in artificially enhancing the collected flux. 
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Figure 7-16: Sample spectrum taken from the HR2000 spectrometer in the VX-100 
experiment. A few of the ion/atom populations have been marked out with a line 
hovering over the more intense lines collected. The spectra is as expected with most of 
the light emitted from neutral and ionized argon with small amounts of neutral 
molybdenum from the collectors, and dissociated water in the form of neutral hydrogen 
and oxygen (not labeled, but among the Ar II lines). 
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The overall effect seen is that collected flux is certainly artificially enhanced to 
various degrees at probe bias voltages ranging from -60 V to -20 V. It is argued that the 
best results measured were at a bias voltage of-20 V where the probe characteristic 
remains in the ion saturation region and there is a tradeoff between ion recycling and 
reflecting fewer electrons. Anywhere above this point the data becomes noisier as the 
probe enters the transition region and begins to collect more electrons. 
Section 7.8 - Comparison to Simulation 
Particle flux simulations of the VX-100 engine have predicted smooth and 
symmetric density profiles. The simulations were run and compiled by Dr. Mark Carter 
of the Ad Astra Rocket Company who used the Ad Astra RF source code to compute the 
results. Input parameters were the standard VX-100 magnetic field, 24 kW of total RF 
power input by the Helicon antenna, and the axial position of the SFP (1.742 m). The 
simulations were fairly sensitive to three unknown variables which are electron 
temperature, sonic transition location, and the downstream ion mean free path. 
Simulations showing the results of several different combinations of the unknown 
variables are graphed in Figure 7-17. An integrated total ion flux is given for each 
profile. 
The closest flux profiles to the simulations are those measured with the lower bias 
voltage settings. The total ion flux from the simulations is also quite similar to the -20 
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Figure 7-17: Simulated radial flux profiles for the VX-100. The data was produced at 
the same axial location at the SFP. The input variables are the sonic transition location, 
Zspi, electron temperature, Te, and ion mean free path. 
and -30 VDC probe bias settings. The largest profile in Figure 7-17 compares well with 
probe data biased to -20 V and 3500 seem (Figure 7-18). There is a nbticeable hump in 
the swinging flux probe data on collectors 7 - 8 . Uncertainty in the probe cleanliness and 
sensing resister tolerance can play a role. Allowing for a 5% correction factor (red line) 
produces a closer match. Full SFP radial profile data are displayed in Appendix E. 
Notwithstanding, the integrated ion fluxes from data to simulation (1.88xl021 s"1 to 
i21 -1 1.81xlOzl s"1) compare to within 4%. 
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Figure 7-18: Comparison of experiment data with simulation. Simulated data are shown 
in blue squares while actual data (collectors 4-10) are shown as the solid black line. The 
probe data uses the vertical profile from -20 V bias and 3500 seem. The red line shows 
data corrected for uncertainty in the collectors' cleanliness and sensing resister tolerance. 
The total integrated ion flux is 1.81xl021 ions s"1 to 1.88xl021 ions s"1 is quite agreeable. 
Section 7.9 - Comparison to other Flux Probes 
Two other probes employing negatively biased Langmuir probes were used in the 
VX-100 experiment campaign during separate pulsed shots, the reciprocating probe and 
the 10 collector fixed array. The fixed 10 collector array took measurements at the same 
downstream location as the SFP while the reciprocating probe was slightly farther 
upstream (1.538 m). Each probe has some drawbacks but has yielded fairly consistent 
data in the past and makes for a useful comparison in new probe characterization. 
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7.9.1 - Reciprocating Probe 
The reciprocating probe, briefly described in section 5.6.1, uses a single 
rectangular molybdenum film collector of area 1.7xl0"5 m2 and completes an in/out 
moving stab into the plasma as far as the chamber centerline over a few 100 ms. It is 
driven by compressed air, fired by a timing circuit, and is calibrated prior to chamber 
evacuation. Data using this probe consisted of only a handful of pulsed shots in which 
the probe was biased at -60 VDC. A radial flux profile is shown below in Figure 7-19. 
Radial Profile Comparison (-50 V bias, 3500 seem) 
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Figure 7-19: Reciprocating probe radial scan. Data for the reciprocating probe are 
displayed as a dashed blue line while the filtered swinging flux probe is shown in solid 
red and is taken along the vertical cross section from the top (collectors 5-10) similar to 
the reciprocating probe. Although data are taken from different shot samples the power 
input into the Helicon, magnetic field levels, and gas flow rate are similar (within 5%). 
Due to the reciprocating probe being located 20.4 cm upstream it can collect from 
slightly more dense plasma along axis. The swinging flux probe collects a higher flux at 
greater radii due to the expanded magnetic field (ratio of 3.1 to 1). The direct comparison 
to another Langmuir probe demonstrates the viability of the swinging flux probe array as 
a useful tool to collect and measure ion flux. 
7.9.2 - Stationary 10 Collector Array 
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Previous experiments dating back to VX-50 campaigns used a stationary array of 
Langmuir probes to measure the ion flux along a central chord in the exhaust plume. 
This consisted often %" diameter tungsten alloy circular disk collectors mounted on an 
alumina insulator with a spacing of 3 cm. The SFP was constructed in a very similar 
manner employing design ideas that worked particularly well on numerous occasions. 
The stationary probe array was inserted at the same axial position as the SFP but rotated 
at an angle of 35° (Figure 7-20). The data collected for the VX-100 experiment were 
time averaged biased at -60 VDC. A similar gas scan was performed in shots of 100 
seem from 3200 to 3800 seem. To obtain a mean flux, time averaged data are used from 
five of the ten collectors from which a current versus position function is interpolated. 
This function is then integrated in an azimuthal revolution assuming azimuthal symmetry. 
Figure 7-20: Image of the stationary 10 collector array. The Swinging Flux Probe can 
be seen resting in the background and the 70 GHz MWI is shown upstream. Similar blue 
plasma beams are shown coming off of the collectors indicating an enhanced collected 
flux. 
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A 2D profile is shown in Figure 7-21 along with a profile from the SFP taken 
along a linear cross section through the peak maximum. The stationary probe at this 
location, according to SFP data, is placed through the peak flux but misses a large portion 
of the flux directly above the SFP peak. Assuming symmetry also introduces uncertainty 
in the measurement as the profile may or may not contain the entire peak ion flux. The 
integral of revolution would be either too high or too low unless the probe array was 
placed vertically in the plume and the appropriate five collectors were selected. The 
stationary array profile measures an ion flux too low compared to the SFP as there is a 
missing 'tip' to an integral of revolution due to the positioning of the array. 
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Figure 7-21: Radial flux profiles from both Langmuir probe arrays. The blue line data 
is from time averaged current density collected on collectors 1-5 of the stationary 10 
collector array inserted on a flange at an angle of 35° (Figure 7-19). The stationary 10 
collector array due to plume asymmetry does not collect the peak flux and thus measures 
lower than the probe array that swipe through the entire plume. The swinging flux probe 
data shown here is a radial profile taken from collectors 5-10 as the probe was vertical. 
Both probes were operated under similar conditions of bias voltage, input gas flow, 
magnet settings, RF power, and starting background pressure. 
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For comparison, the total ion flux measured by the stationary array for the profile 
in Figure 7-21 is 1.58 x 1021 ions s"1 while the SFP measured 2.08 x 1021 ions s"1. Much 
like the SFP, the stationary array also displayed electron beams emanating from the 
collectors enhancing the collected ion flux. The beams were visible during every sample 
that the probe was used. Overall the stationary ten collector array is very useful for 
obtaining a close estimate of the total ion flux but lacks a true measurement of the entire 
plume and its structure. These shortcomings can be addressed with the SFP. 
7.9.3 - Microwave Interferometers (MWI) 
Two MWI had been mounted at different axial positions of 1.640 m (70 GHz) and 
2.078 m (32 GHz). These instruments measure the line integrated plasma density along a 
chord of the plume between the antenna horns. They operate by measuring the phase 
shift between microwaves passing through a reference leg and those collected after 
passing through the plasma. The line/chord integrated plasma density is [3]: 
\nedl = -1COmfM (7.6) 
where c is the speed of light, me is the electron mass, e is the electron charge, co is the 
interferometer frequency, 8o is the dielectric constant of free space, and Acp is the number 
of detected phase shifts through the plasma. 
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Figure 7-22: MWI raw data from shot 46 (-20 V bias, 3800 seem), (a) X-Y plot of both 
output channels from the MWI. Each trace represents an individual fringe from changing 
phase and unsaturated data will appear as solid circles with a clear center. This data set is 
noisy and is near saturation, (b) Line integrated density for a chord taken on chamber 
axis. Large changes may not be true detection of fringe shifts, rather they are missed 
fringes. An estimated line density is sketched as a straight line. 
The data collected appear as numerous circular traces as the phase changes from 
cosine to sine in phase-shift (Figure 7-22a). They are limited by a cutoff density for each 
frequency level and as the density becomes too high the microwaves penetrate less 
through the chord of the plasma and the circular traces collapse and the data saturates. 
Unfortunately all of the 32 GHz data was saturated as well as much of the 70 
GHz MWI. Figure 7-22b displays reduced MWI data. The line integrated density for 
this shot is approximately 3.7 x 1018 electrons m"2. Dividing by the plume diameter at the 
probe gives an estimated electron density of 1.16 x 1019 m"3. Assuming quasineutrality 
gives the ion density across the rocket axis. Comparing to the maximum current density 
measured by the collector on axis (6.2 x 10 m" s" ), assuming an average velocity of 10 
km/s gives 1.16 x 1022 m"2 s"1 which is about 80% error. 
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Chapter 8: Future Applications 
Section 8.1 - VX-100 with ICRH 
The SFP would be a key diagnostic in determining the effects of ion cyclotron 
resonant heating on ion flux in a 100 kW full power VASIMR engine. The experiment is 
unfortunately dismantled and in an uncertain state as testing and focus has shifted to the 
higher power 200 kW VASIMR engine. 
Section 8.2 - VX-200 
Figure 8-1: The VX-200 test stand under assembly at Ad Astra Rocket Companies new 
facility. The VX-200 will test all essential technologies for a complete and functional 
rocket engine in a vacuum environment. Shown above is the control computer (black 
box on top), propellant feed line and gauges, superconducting magnet model (inner 
aluminum cylinder, and outer structure (golden alodine). Full testing is expected late 
2008 through 2009. 
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Assembly is currently underway for the next step before a spaceflight model of 
the VASIMR engine is built (Figure 8-1). This upgraded model will be designed for 200 
kW of total RF power delivered to the plasma. A larger scale version of the SFP will 
need to be designed for measuring the ion flux and Helicon source efficiency in the VX-
200 inside of the expanded 150 m3 space simulation chamber (Figure 8-2). The new 
facilities promise to decrease background pressure and charge-exchange effects while 
allowing for much longer plasma run times. The new SFP will have to be larger and use 
a different method for swiping and current integration, but the main idea of mapping ion 
fluxes will be similar. 
hinged rear-entry port. The chamber was fabricated by PHPK technologies. Photo 
courtesy of Ad Astra Rocket Company. 
Section 8.3 - VF-200 Quadrupole Magnetic Field 
Plans are in the works for a dual engine VASIMR rocket for the first space-flight 
model which features a magnetic quadrupole. The quadrupole is a necessity for the 
spacecraft to eliminate any magnetic torque from a single dipole field. This is similar to 
airplanes with multiple propellers having to rotate in opposite senses. The science and 
plasma diagnostics are certainly going to be promising as two plasma exhaust plumes 
will interact and a version of the SFP will certainly be a logical candidate for an accurate 
ion flux measurement. 
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Chapter 9: Conclusion 
It has been demonstrated that the Swinging Flux Probe array is an accurate and 
useful plasma diagnostic for measuring ion flux in a directional flowing plasma. The 
probe is particularly useful for mapping the ion flux spatial distribution where stationary 
probes or single probe scans may be insufficient. Several 2D exhaust plume maps have 
been produced at various probe and flow settings for the VASIMR VX-100 engine. Also 
demonstrated is the applicability of the SFP in the VASIMR system for measuring the 
Helicon source efficiency by means of the ion cost. Benchmarks for the VX-100 
experiment for a flux of 2x1021 ions m"2 s"1 and an ion cost of ~ 90 eV/ion have been 
demonstrated. Best results have been found at high (~ 3800 seem) neutral gas flow rates 
using bias voltages of- -20 VDC to balance effects of secondary electron emission/ion 
recycling and electron collection. The results are generally taken to be accurate to within 
10% which are considered remarkable by general Langmuir Probe standards. The probe 
may perform even better with regular in vacuum cleaning by biasing each collector deep 
into ion saturation for several seconds. Future uses and modified versions of this type of 
moving Langmuir probe array will undoubtedly find their way into many more plasma 
experiments. 
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Appendix A: Langmuir probe circuitry for VX-100 
This is a fairly typical isolation amplifier circuit embedded with the simplified 
Langmuir probe circuit. The schematic below is of a two channel isolation board with 
each channel consisting of four main components: An isolation amplifier (Ul & U2), a 
solid state switching DC power supply (U3 & U4), a line driver (U5 & U6), and a unity 
gain op-amp (U7 & U8). The solid state isolation amplifier helps reduce noise in the 
signal from a number of sources, such as ground loops, feedback from RF and other 
electronics, power supplies, etc. It must be powered by two sources, ±15 V on both sides 
of the isolator; one must be measured with respect to the biasing power supply and the 
other with respect to the instrument ground. A solid state switching power supply 
provides power to the probe side of the isolator, but is inherently noisy due to an internal 
500 kHz oscillator. A capacitor bank is placed on the board to filter this high frequency 
noise to ground. Appropriate impedance matching for the output of the IS0124P to the 
input of line driver is done using a unity gain op-amp. At this point signals can still be 
weak and may need some extra current to be properly fed into the DAQ system. A 
differentially output line driver amplifies the current for the voltage pulses it receives. 
This provides the cleanest possible signal from the probe to the DAQ. 
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Appendix C: 2D Contour Maps 
The following contour maps are displayed from every data shot in a two column 
format. The left column displays regular filtered data; the right column shows data with 
up to a 5% correction factor on selected collectors that may be dirtier than others. The 
shot data for the images is displayed in 100 seem steps of constant gas flow rate (3200 
seem to 3800 seem) and increasing probe bias voltage (-50 or -60 V to -10 or -5 V). Data 
for collectors biased at -60 V and -5 V were successful at only one gas flow rate, 3800 
seem and 3400 seem respectively. Unsuccessful shots were typical for incomplete 
motion of the probe, very high background chamber pressure, arcing, and plasma failing 
to initiate with the RF trigger. The scaling of each contour plot has been normalized to 
the plot range of the plot with the largest collected flux. Uncertainty in the data as well 
as the angular position is 10%. 
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Appendix D: 3D Surface Maps 
The displayed Figures are in a two column format identical to that of Appendix C. 
The left column displays 3D maps of the ion plume that have only had the data smoothed 
out using a two-pass boxcar filter 1500 data points wide. The right column displays a 
corrected 3D ion plume allowing for up to 5% correction factor to be applied to 
individual collectors that may be 'dirtier' than others in an effort to simulate a more 
accurate plume profile. This correction factor is within the overall 10% uncertainty taken 
in the results of this experiment. 
The data is again organized in 100 seem intervals of constant neutral gas flow rate 
(3200 seem to 3800 seem) for a range of probe bias voltages (-50 or -60 V to -10 or -5 
V). The data is incomplete for the bias voltages of-60 V and -5 V due to a number of 
experiment difficulties and the only successful data at those bias voltages occurred at gas 
flow rates of 3800 seem and 3400 seem respectively. 
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Appendix E: Radial Profile Plots 
The Figures displayed below are a series of comparisons of the peak collected ion 
flux against the radial position (looking downstream in the VX-100 experiment). The 
figures are displayed at constant neutral argon flow rate and with varied probe bias 
voltages. Each Figure represents a new gas flow rate in 100 seem intervals from 3200 to 
3800 seem. The data taken for each profile comes from collectors 4 - 1 0 measuring the 
peak ion flux to the edge of the plume with the probe in the vertical position. The data 
has been smoothed out using a two-pass boxcar filter 1500 data points wide. A 
piecewise-cubic interpolation has been applied using an interpolation interval of 0.1 mm 
to fill in data points between each consecutive collector. The profiles have not had any 
additional corrective factors (uncertainty or cleanliness) multiplied in. 
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Peak Radial Profile Comparison (3500 seem) 
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